Reid Cup kidnapped! See page 3,

Speaker addresses
racism battle

Stresses communication, love
BY REBECCA POLLARD
Staff Writer

Although well over one hundred
seats in Given Auditorium were
empty during last Thursday's Spotlight Lecture, motivational speaker
Maura Cullen graced the small, yet
engaged audience with her experiences, perceptions and emotions
concerning the ever-present issue
of multiculturalism and its role today in both society and on a college
campus.
Cullen, a highly respected
speaker and educational consultant
throughout the United States and
Canada, earned a master's degree
in counseling and psychological services from Springfield College and
a doctorate degree focusing on social justice and diversity education
from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. In addition, she
has created two games that address
the issue of diversity
COLLIDASCOPE and ALTERNATIVES.
Her extensive background and
personal style prompted a candid,
audience-involved lecture about not
only living in a multicultural society, but also about plausible solutions to the problems of intolerance.
Attacking racially-motivated tension should be deemed particularly
importantbecause,as she said, "Racism hurts all of us. It prevents us
from soaring as we otherwise
might."
Cullen introduced the lecture
with a slide show, highlighting the
different forms that racial tension
can take and the consequences that
result from them. Three songs, "Both
Sides," "The Living Years" and
"Love Can Build a Bridge," were
accompanied by expressive photographs of recent and past events
depicting racial and social conflicts.
The first section of slides introduced

these events and the people associated with them by showing such
occurrences as the Los Angeles riots
that followed the beating of Rodney
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King. The second section touched
on isomber,saddening emotions that
have been direct results of these
continual conflicts.Shown herewere
photographs of poverty in Africa ,
scenes from the 1995 bombing of the
federal building in Oklahoma City
and the faces of people coping with
hard times that have forever altered
their lives. Scenes from the third
section suggested hope and inspiration for the future by relying on
love.
This last theme is especially vital
because, as Cullen quoted from graffiti sketched on a restroom wall,
"Love does not make the world go
'round,but it makes the ride worthwhile."
Rather than attempting to explain the actions of discrimination
today in society, Cullen's lecture
examined the feelings that drive the
actions. She contended that the core
propeller of intolerance is fear. "Fear
angers us more than all of our dissimilarities."
Cullen equated her own feelings
See CULLEN on page 7

Clinton pr evails; Collins , Allen
victorious ; clearcuttin g to go
before Maine voters in 1997
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
News Editor

Colby students ventured out of
their comfortable bubble on November 5 and helped decide the
future of our nation. Those students who registered to vote in the
city of Waterville traveled to the
Gilman School with the aid of vans
sponsored jointly by the Student
Association, the Colby Democrats
and the Colby Republicans. Many
other students chose to vote on
absentee ballots from their home
states.
The results of the voting, based
on the best predictions available at
press time,showed that Democratic
President Bill Clinton will remain
in office and "build that bridge to
the 21st century" that he has so
highly touted. At press time, with
64 percent of the national vote
counted, the Clinton/Gore ticket
had stampeded over the Republican Dole/Kemp team with 367electoral votes and 50 percent of the
popular vote, compared to the
Republican's 42 percent. The main
concerns that Clinton plans to address in his second term include
accessibility of higher education
for all/ heightening the battle
againstboth crimeand poverty and
balancing the federal budget without ignoring federally funded welfare reform or education.
Dan Noyes '98,vice-president of
the Colby Republicans, said "I'm
very pleased with how well the Republicansdid throughout the nation
as a whole. I think Dole surprised
many by getting more votes than
expected and it shows that Clinton
does not have a mandate to do whatever hewants.Withthepopularelec-
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Colby students exercised their right by joiningWaterville
residents at the Oilman Street School polls *
hon as close as it is, I really hope that thin 48percent lead over Brennan's
Clinton willworkmorewiththeCon- 45percent. Collins'top priority durgres's arid help lead our nation into ing her campaign was the creation
of new jobs in Maine and the presthe 21st century."
Susanna Montezemolo '97,vice- ervation of ones alread y here,with
president of the Colby Democrats, a firm desire to be "the best friend
expressed her happiness with the of small business."
"I think Maine voters made a
election results.
"I think that this election was wise choice in electing Susan
about two competing visions for the Collins to the Senate in continuing
country, one grounded in the past, the long tradition of an indepenone grounded in the future. The dent,moderate voice for Maine citiAmerican people overwhelmingly zens in Washington," said Marc
chose the Democratic vision estab- Fairbrother '97,a Maine native and
lished by Clinton and the other President of the ColbyRepublicans.
Democrat Tom Allen,who supDemocrats... it shows that Americans are not read y to hand over ports of strong federal funding of
more control to the Republicansand public education and welfare prothat the Democrats will continue gramming, prevailed over incumbent Republican Jim Longley in
making gains in the future."
The Maine U.S. Senate race the battle for Congressional Repreboiled down to a close competition sentative for the First District. Allen
between Democrat Joe Brennan and unoff icially tallied up 57 percen t of
the prevailing Republican Susan votes to Longley 's 43 percent.
Collins who, at press time, held a see ELECTION on page 7

Are the Commons Leaders keeping their pr omises?
BY MELISSA GERBI

Lawrence '97 promised to promote
theme parties. They cited such exStaff Wr it er
amples as BBQs and Commons
Remember those platforms that Nights. They wanted to continue
Commons presid en ts and vice presi- the successes of the preceding presidents ran on last year? Everything dent and vice president,Pat McBride
from soap dispensers in bathrooms '97 and Andrew Black '97,but at the
to innovative social programming same time work towards reviving
were pertinent issues of the cam- the Commons system. To accompaigns. Now that these leaders have plish this task , Higgins and
been elected, how well have they Lawrence wished to sponsor events
followed through on such promises by working with other Commons.
In addition they wanted to work
to their fellow students?
Chaplin Commons - President towards having more chem-free
Chad Higgins '97 and Vice-Presi- events.
Accordi ng to Higgins, he has
dent Jenny Lawrence '97
Campaigning for the Chap lin foun d dur ing his t enure so far t his
Commons positions last spring, year tha t Commons leaders are
Cha d Higgins '97and his vice-presi- somewh a t rest r icted t o social prodential running mate Jenny gramming. He has, however ,

worked to change the party lounge where alcohol has been present.
in dorms where alcohol can be They co-sponsored Bob's Bear Bash
present from the basement lounge in conjunction with Johnson Comto the first floor lounge out of re- mons, which included pre-parties
spect for the students who live in in chem-free dorms. According to
the basement. Higgins stated that Higgins, though, it was not comthere are hockey players living li- pletely successful because of the
the basement of one of the dorms "non-participation of students," he
who will likel y be disturbed during said. Many Commons residents also
the season by parties in close prox- cited lack of publicity for the event's
imity to their room. Higgins and failure.The leaders sponsored
Lawrence are also working towards "Screw Your Roommate" with the
getting downstairs bathrooms and other four Commons, and are curpersonal spaces locked during par- rently planning a Spring Break "Get
ties to prevent students from wan- Away Dance," where raffle tickets
dering into private rooms and ar- will be sold for a spring break trip.
eas.
Mary Low Commons - PresiTrue to their word, Chap lin dent Flannery Higgins '99 and ViceCommon s leaders have arranged President Julie McMaster '99
both chem-free events and events
Flannery Higgins '99 and Julie

McMaster '99 were slightly ambiguous in their platform in last year's
Ech o Election Issue. They supported
an "active and involved community" and wanted the money allocated to their Commons to be used
in "fun ways which will benefit all
community members."
The most recent achievement of
Higgins and McMaster was the
Skalloween party held in the Student Center last Friday. According
to Higgins "it was grea t to see the
Student Center jam-packed... it was
a huge success."In promoting Commons unity, the leaders have published a bi-weekly Commons newsletter, w hich has proven to be very
popul a r w ith the inha bitant s of the
See COMMONS on page 5

Brown Bag Luncheon participants discuss
student-athlete images, st ereotypes
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
News Editor

Bring your extra sneaks

According to the Athletics Department, Beginning Monday, November 11,and lasting through the school year, the winter/mud season
policy requiring a change of footwear before using the Fitness Center
will be in effect. (RL)

Colby employs new direc t or
of dining services

Colby welcomes Lloyd Comeau, the new director of dining services, who is replacing former director Janet Gray. Comeau, who most
recently served as director of human resources at Western Beef, Inc.,
comes to Colby with seventeen years of dining services management
under his belt. (RL)

Dorm damage repor t ed

The weekend of October 11 & 12 was a quiet one in terms of dorm
damage. Still under investigation is the vomit found in the restrooms
and beer on the lounge floor in Piper, while Dana Hall was billed for
the smoke alarm that was tampered with.
On October 18 & 19, many instances of dorm damage are stillunder
investigation. These include the detergent on the mirrors and walls of
the bathroom stalls and the beer can, soap and razors found in the
urinal in Chaplin, a broken window in Piper, a broken water fountain
in the Heights and vomit in the 3rd and 4th floor bathrooms in Taylor.
Leonard was billed for the vomit found in their main lobby, while the
Heights was billed for the cracked fire extinguisher glass cabinet and
broken bottles in the hallway.
The weekend of October 25 & 26 continued to rage oh with dorm
damage. Under investigation is the littering of the lounge with beer
cans and trash in Foss and the vomit in the water fountain in Taylor.
Pepper has been billed for the two window panes broken in the fire
escape door, Champlin has been billed for the broken porcelain flush
cover and Small for a broken window screen.
Dorm damage that occurred this past weekend, November 1& 2,is
all still under investigation. In Woodman, trash was found on the stairs
on two levels and broken glass was found on the floor. A hole in the
wall was found near the 3rd floor bathroom in Treworgy. Leonard lost
a light cover this weekend and gouges were found in the wall of the
east side stairwell on the 2nd floor. (RL)

October
J-Board decisions
The October 20 meeting of the Colby College

Judicial Board found
one student guilty of operating a motor vehicle while under the
influence of alcohol and destruction of Colby property. Sanctions
issued were immediate suspension through May 1997, $537.50 in
damage and fines, alcohol counseling before the student's return to
Colby, 40 hours of community service and permanent disciplinary
probation upon the student's return to campus.
Also at the October 20 meeting, the board found another student
guilty of leaving the scene of an accident and driving the wrong way
up a one way street. The sanctions for the student include permanent
disciplinary probation, five hours of community service, a letter of
apology and the loss of parking privileges for the remainder of the
student's Colby career.
Finally on October 20, the board found two students guilty of
irresponsible behavior regarding the use of alcohol. They received a
written warning.
On October 27, the board found one student guilty of driving while
intoxicated,failure to comply and underage drinking. The student was
found not guilty of a charge of driving on the lawn. Sanctions facing the
student are permanent disciplinary probation, 75 hours of community
service, alcohol counseling and the loss of parking privileges for the
rest of the student's Colby career. (KH)

How many times have you heard
the term "meathead" at Colby and
known exactly which group of students was being referred to? Too
many times, according to those that
gathered in the Pugh Center for the
October 30 Brown Bag Luncheon
entitled, "Images of Student-Athletes."
The invited guests discussing
this and other concerns of studentathletes were Pat McBride '97,assistant sports editor of the Echo and cocaptain of the baseball team; Tom
Beedy '97, tri-captain of the football
team; Jenny Higgins '97, women's
swim team captain; Director of Athletics and Men's Basketball Coach
Dick Whitmore; Professor of Government Sand y Mais.el; Sarah
Dubow, women's and men's swim
team coach; and other interested
students, faculty and administrators.
Numerous topics of concern related to student-athletes on the
Colby campus were considered
during this informal, open-forum
discussion. The images that members of the Colby community have
of student-athletes and the labels
athletes are given was of utmost
concern to many participants in the
discussion. These labels were seen
by many as unfair.
"Student-athletes at Colby do a
lot more than just play a sport...
they're more rounded individuals
than we give them credit for," said
McBride. Speaking of those athletes
which may not get involved in other
activities, Maisel, an avid fan of
Colby athletics, said "That person
loses,because when you leave Colby
College, you are not going to be a
football player,orahockey player..."
The dangers of labeling athletes
in specific ways were also addressed.
"People will submit to what they
are told,they'll fall into that mold. If
they're told enough that they're a
meathead, they're going to believe
it," said Graham Nelson '98, soccer
player and the Student Association
(Stu-A) vice-president.
This was especially bothersome
to Beedy.
"I think what we're talking about
is basic ignorance - people are not
accepting of others because they
don't know them," he said, stressing the importance of looking beyond the whole group and seeing
the individuals.
This led to a discussion of the
group identity that many athletes
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Stu-A V.P. Graham Nelson '98 and Dean Roseboro
take on as part of a sports team, and cliques and thaf s where the probexactly what draws them away from lems begin," said Kopp.
Higgins described the effects of
the dorm, and class communityinto
the team community. Beedy spoke this team exclusiveness on other stuof the common interests that exist dents on campus. "That group menbetween members of teams and the tality [of teams]isfearful to people,"
common bonds that are formed, es- said Higgins. Unfortunately, few
pecially in the'first-year of college, non-athletes were at the discussion
saying, "That exclusive aspect is ba- to express their views and images of
sically forced on you. ... It's up to the their fellow student-athletes.
Questions were raised as to
individual to broaden [it]."
which
specific sporting teams exHiggins agreed, "I don't think
anyone starts off wanting to be ex- hibit the most exclusiveness. The
majority seemed to agree that male
clusionary - it just happens."
jyiajiyparticipants of the discus- teams seemed be viewed in terms of
IBHH nMH BnBHHnBHI
the group, not individuals, and the
football team tended to be the group
most often referred to.
What we're talkin g'
A question raised was whether
about is basic
these
concerns should be addressed,
ignorance.
and if so, whose job it was to do so.
• Tom Beedy '97
Some tended to feel that fellow students, faculty and the administration should be more accepting and
sion were aware of this exclusion- supporting of the athletes on camary aspect involved in being part of pus, for this might in turn cause
athletes to be less exclusive.
a sports team.
"It's not up to the athlete to do it.
"It's almost like people want to
assume this role... and people don't It's up to the campus community,"
want to get out of being that role," said Kopp.
McBride, talking from a studentsaid Nelson, who admitted that it
athlete's
perspective, spoke of the
when
he
bewas only last year,
came more aware of the numerous "responsibility of the athlete." He
opportunities and activities avail- told the group that he roomed with
able to him, that he finally realized a non-athlete last year at Colby and
his sport did not have to be his "found it refreshing" to come back
to the room and see someone that he
identity.
The consequences of letting a wasn't involved with on the playteambecomeyouridentity were ad- ing fields.
No extraordinary solutions were
dressed by many. Maisel,questioning when a healthy amount of team thought of, nor w ere any plans
bonding turns bad, said, "There's a drawn up concerning how to remgood deal of pressure to bond as a edy the concernsthat ha ve emerged
team and there's not much thought on the Colby campus concerning
how the images of student-athletes
to the downside of that."
According to Director of Admis- are portrayed. The Brown Bag Lunsions Tom Kopp and others at the cheon, though, did give students
discussion, this exclusion can be and faculty together a chance to exharmful to the entire Colby com- plore these concerns in a friendl y
environment,and managed to open
munity.
"People are escaping into these the topic to future suggestions.Q
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Reici Clip helci hostage , goes on
North American tour
BY ROBYNN FORTNER

destroyed when the highly enerContributing Writer
gized algae dissolved it.
These ideas pointed toward the
Chair of the Chemistry Depart- math or physics departments bement Professor Brad Mundy had cause they would be the only ones
been out of his office only momen- who do not "understand the differtarily when he returned to check his ence between abiotic and biotic subvoice mail. He listened intently to a stances," said Mundy.
Still someone else believed that
muffled voice on the other end command him to check his mailbox. the cup disappeared due to spontaUpon doing so, Mundy found an neous cup combustion. Most blame,
envelope with a letter of ransom for however, was ironically shuffled in
the kidnapping of the Reid Cup. the direction of the Chemistry DeThe letter warned the Chemistry
Department that if they wanted to
see the Reid Cup undamaged again,
they must post a sign on the second
floor of Keyes that would read, "If
we can't protect the cup, we didn't
deserve to win it." The bandit(s)
included photographs of the cup
bound and gagged, which made
Mundy question its safety.
It all started back in 1980 when
the first-annual volleyball tournament between Colby 's math and
science departments 'began. This
carefree,non-competitive event took
place for the mere enjoyment of the
faculty and students involved. Once Reid cup taken to N.Y.C.
the tournament began,a trophy was partment. Several members of the
established by Chemistry Professor science and math community beWayne Smith as the prize for win- lieve tha t the Chemistry Department
ning the tournament. Professor should take full responsibility for
Smith named the trophy after a the kidnapping of the cup. They feel
former chemist from Colby, Evans that there was a security weakness
Reid. Reid silvered a flask which in the situation and reminded the
soon became known as the Reid Chemistry Department that when
Cup. The Chemistry Department the cup was in the possession of
defeated the defending champions, other departments in the past,it had
the Physics Department, last spring never disappeared.
As blame shifted from one deto claim the title.
Under regular circumstances, partment to another and thoughts
the Chemistry Department would steadily emerged on the wherehave been patted on the back for a abouts of the cup, the Chemistry
job well done and held on to the Department held a meeting to detrophy until the following game this cide what the next course of action
spring. However, due to the enor- would be. At this meeting, Profesmous rise in popularity of the games sor Whitney King firmly said, "We
by faculty and students in chemis- will not negotiate with terrorists!"
try, the department chose to enter This soon became the theme of the
two teams, an A and a B team, to quest the Chemistry Department beavoid complex rotational difficul- gun.
Mundy and Professor of Chemties. Many members of the departments felt that this was unfair since istry Julie Millard soon received
it gave the Chemistry Department a envelopes in the mail with threatenbetter chance of winning. Others, ing notes and photographs of the
though,simply believed it increased entrapped Reid Cup pictured along
the competitiveness of the once doc- the ocean somewhere. The threat
was that if the Chemistry Departile tournament.
Days after the Chemistry Depart- ment did not fulfill their desires, the
ment captured the Reid Cup last cup would not be returned unspring, it was mysteriously stolen harmed.
In photographs to follow, the
from Professor Mund y 's office.
What happened to the cup was un- cup was pictured in front of the
known and hotly debated by many. Empire State Building, Grand CenSome believed that a member of the tral Station, the Statue of Liberty,
Sociology Department stole the cup the Indianapolis Motor Speedway
out of concern for the competitive- Hall of Fame and various other hot
ness of the games and the effect that spots.
The kidnappers sent notes comit was having on the social behavior
of science and math majors. An- plaining of the shortage of money
other proposal was that someone which was funding the cup's travel.
tried to nourish the cup with super Th en, in the October 2 issue of For
blue green algae and the cup was Your Information (FYI), a newsletter

The Reid Cup visits Wyoming.

sent Out to Colby employees,a travel
grant was issued to the Reid Cup for
a trip to the Friday Harbor Laboratories at the University of Washington.
The Chemistry Department later
received photographs of the cup in
frOnt of other vacation spots such as
the Badlands,Mount Rushmore,the
Grand Tetons, the Mall of America
and in the foreground of scenic
views in Montana, Seattle and
Canada. Another travel grant was
issued for a geology expedition to
the Grand Canyon, according to the
October 9 FYI.
Enclosed with each installment
of pictures were small notes updating the Chemistry Department on
the adventures of and the fate of the
cup. The note included with this
specific set of pictures read:
"Reid is having a good time... it's
sorry it missed you in Montana...
we were there when you were! We
must have been a little late for Prof.
Millard in Seattle, but the cup enjoyed its time in the Space Needle.
We had a little trouble getting the
cup back into this country after a
visit to Canada, but we were able to
smuggle it back in disguised as a
flower vase... Thank goodness the .
travel grants have come through...
we were running short of funds..."
Four installments, such as this
one, of p ictures and notes were received by the Chemistry Department throughout the summer commenting on the fate of the cup.
Amid all the light humor that
some find in this case, others see it
as a matter of serious concern. Professor Wayne Smith of the Chemistry Department spoke of the Cup as
having high symbolic value. "1 like
to think of Colby as a place where
only honorable things happen; theft
from a faculty office does not fit that
category," said Smith.
Others still see the theft of the
cup as a sign of the rising competitiveness that is emerging between
Colby 's academic departments. It
appears that they have moved to
another level, "one where it's not
whether you win the cup, but
whether you can keep track of it
when you get it. And there are those
who feel that if you can't hold on to
it... then perhaps it's not really
yours," said Mundy.
Many are currently attempting
to track down the culprits for immediate castigation. Dean of the College Earl Smith said "perhaps President Cotter will appoint a special
prosecutor" to the case while Robert Nelson of the Geology Department said "this [was] obviously a
Communist plot, perpetra ted by
someone — probably from the Social Sciences or Humanities — to
humiliate the championship volleyball team from the Natural Science
Division."
It seems that many feel the cup
will anonymously r eappear r ight
before the tou rnament is scheduled
to go on in the spring of 1997. Nelson
believes that the culprit(s) will be
caught.
Though seriousness around the
issue has spread as time goes on,
Nelson seemed to sum up the situation when he said that this egregious theft should be brought to JBoard and the guilty parly should
be "sentenced to roll a marble all the
way around the track with his or her
nose at half-time duri ng the last
home football game of the season."
And the saga continues...Q
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Belgium overlooks killer 's
trail

Ignoring tips by a paid police informer and the eventual killer's
mother, Belgium authorities were surprised by the trail of horror left by
murderer Jean-Marc Connerotte. Connerotte kidnapped, molested,
tortured and killed young girls between the ages of 8 and 19 in several
residences over a one year time span. Once discovered, there were four
children found buried in secret graves. Others were luckily set f ree.
This case marks a series of recent widespread suspicions over Belgium
authorities mishandling the investigations of major crimes.

Hungry, j obless elephants
wander Bangkok streets

The deterioration of the rural logging industry in Bangkok has left
elephants and their handlers scrambling for handouts on the mean city
streets. These elephants were once used for their enormous strength in
pulling logs from areas where they trees had just been cut. With the
logging industry lagging, elephants are quickly becoming obsolete in
Bangkok. They are being forced to compete with villagers for food as
their forest habitat continues to shrink and their migratory routes
become further severed by highways. No one has been able as of yet to
come up with an alternative to the problem of the bad city habitat for
these elephants.

U.S. pilot f ires in radar
misreading

An American jet fighter opened fire in southern Iraq on Saturday,
November 2 when he mistakenly believed he had been targeted by an
Iraqi radar installation. The pilot of the F-16 jet fired the missile after
instruments in his cockpit indicated that an Iraqi radar site had locked
onto his plane in preparation for attack. The pilot had currentl y been
flying in a no flight zone. Iraqi officials denied the episode declaring
that "fabricating this false report is part of American-style electioneering," thought by many Americans as a reference to the U .S. Presidential
campaign.

New blood t est can uncover
f et al def ec t s

For the first time ever scientists are testing the blood of pregnantwomen to look for inherited diseases in their unborn babies. Researchers involved in this testing method have successfull y used the procedure to screen three fetuses for cystic fibrosis, sickle cell anemia and
thalassemia, an inherited blood disorder. If further testing succeeds,
these procedures could form the basis for an alternative to amniocentesis and chronic villus sampling that has been long sought after. Both
of these procedures require inserting a long needle into the uterus of a
mother to extract fetal tissue, while the new test involves isolating fetal
blood cells that circulate in the mother's bloodstream. Scientists have
used similar tests to check fetal cells for birth defects like Down
syndrome, that result from damaged chromosomes. Unfortunately,
studies show that this new test can set off a miscarriage in 1out of 200
cases.
Compiled hy Brooke Frappier f r om the November 4 New York Times.
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Feminist theorist addresses Colby about androgyny
accepted the stereotypical gender

BY KATIE QUACKENBUSH roles as natural.
Contributing Writer'

The key to a Utopian world, a
society in which male/female distinction would no longer be the primary focus around which culture
functions, is androgyny, according
to Sandra Bern. The professor of
psychology at Cornell University
said she recognized the current societal institutions that result from
what she referred to as the polarization of gender and privilege.
Bern presented her lecture "AndrogynyRevisited:What and Where
are its Conceptual Counterparts
Today," as part of the 15th annual
colloquium series in Women's Studies at Colby, in Given Auditorium
on October 31.The lecture addressed
both the early views regarding androgyny in the 1970s and the new
views arising in the 1990s.
Bern set the stage by explaining
that in the 1970s androgyny was a
reaction against many socially accepted ideas of the time, as well as
against various scholarly works.She
spoke about sex differences and a
study which investigated mother
versus father dominance in the family and the result on children. Bern
noted that in this study the investigator chose to ignore as uninteresting those families, a full third, in
which the mother and father were
equally dominant. She also described the "tiny" quantity of literature pertaining to gender issues in
the early 1970s. According to Bern,
it was a time when psychology still

Bern suggested that the blurring
of gender roles in which individuals took on both masculine and feminine characteristics might solve the
societal problem of gender construction. She held even more strongly
that association with masculinity
and femininity should become obsolete. At a deeper level, Bern suggested that the very idea of links
between mental health and gender
are social constructions which hold
to the advantage of some at the expense of others.
The feminist theorist described
the "two and only two" categories
of gender accepted by society: masculine men who are attracted to
women and feminine women who
are attracted to men. She asked a
number of questions which rhetorically proposed that these are artificial and socially constructed categories and are problematic to society.
What arises is a situation in which
the de-privileged group becomes a
sort of wastebasket for all the unpleasant results that the privileged
group doesn't want to identify with,
according to Bern. Then the privileged group proceeds to define
themselves in contradiction to the
other, according to Bern's suggestion.
Of the two solutions that Bern
addressed, either "turning the volume down" or "turning the volume
up," she suggested that the more
plausible, at least in the 1990s, is to
turn the volume up and eliminate
these two determined categories of

masculinityand femininity by flooding society with a thousand genders. She added that there ought to
be "at least 18," which she believes
would correspond to the various
arrangements of sex, gender and
sexual preference that actually do
exist.
"So the very concept of masculinity, femininity, androgyny, heterosexuality, homosexuality and
bisexuality would be as absent from
the cultural consciousness the concept of a hetero-eye-color eroticism,
or a homo-eye-color eroticism, or a
bi-eye-color eroticism," said Bern.
Bern quoted several feminist
writers before concluding her lecture with the suggestion that perhaps society is closer to the 'turned
up volume' approach she described
than anyone has realized. She described an analogy by anthropologist Katherine March of which sex is
to gender as light is to color. She
noted that some other cultures perceive color as light or dark and we,
as a society, may consider ourselves
fortunate to have all 256 colors in
the Crayola box. Bern proposed that
our society is actually closer to the
Crayola box array in gender than it
commonly accepts.
Concludingherlecture,Bemsaid,
"What is happening in many more
domains than just sex-gender-desire
is not the silence of turning the volume down on gender, but the cacophony of sound and also of conflict that comes from having finally
turned the volume upon the many
multidimensional forces that have
been silenced for far too long/'Q
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BY MEGHANN FOYE

University of Pennsylvania
Philadel p hia, Pennsylvania

" -

A well-known political activist at Penn set herself on fire near the
campus library last week and burned to death. According to the
Chronicle of Higher Ed uc a tion , Katby Change, 46, had frequently made
appearances on the campus to dance and to talk about social causes.
Change reportedly stood in front of a peace-symbol sculpture, "doused
herself with a flammable liquid/' and ignited it,according to a report by
local police. Change was immediately transported by ambulance to the
university's hospital, where she was pronounced dead.
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia
A party prank turned tragic when a UVA student died in an
apartment fire ignited by a smoke bomb. Fife officials say that Elizabeth
McGowan, a senior, may have been too drunk to react as the fire tore
through her off-campus apartment. The blaze started when two of her
friends threw the bombs into her apartment as a joke during the party,
according to the Chronicle of Higher Education. One ignited a chair after
the party had ended and McGowan had fallen asleep, said the Chronicle.
SUNY-Binghamton
Binghamton,New York
Students occupied the administration building at the State University of New York at Binghamton for six days before ending their sit-in
last week. The protesters, most of whom were minority students,
accused the student government's Executive Board members of disregarding SUNY's affirmative action policy, according to the Chronicle of
Higher Education. The protesters, whose numbers varied from several
dozen to 100, had set up camp in the building with refrigerators and
microwave ovens, according to the Chronicle.
Compiled by Alyssa Giacobbe.
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It is estimated that approximately two-thirds of all Colby students will study off-campus at some
time during their college career,giving Colby the second largest percentage of off-campus study students of all colleges nationwide. For
this reason, a task force was created
to discuss the impact of off-campus
study (OCS) on the Colby community as well as on each student's
college experience.
The idea for the OCS task force
originated last spring when a group
of students, administrators and faculty met to talk about their concerns
with off-campus study. "Amy Darling C97J) gave the recommendation of a task force," said Art
Champlin,professor of biology and
member of the task force. The formation of the task force followed
the passage of a $1,000 per semester
fee to be charged to all students
participating in non-Colby abroad
programs. The fee took effect with
the Class of 1999.
The $1,000 fee has many justifications,according to Champlin. The
first is that the disproportionate
number of students studying offcampus first semester compared to
second semester leaves many empty
beds — between 50 and 70 more
students leave Colby second semester than first. When students go
abroad on non-Colby programs,
tuition normally paid to the College
is lost, creating financial gaps. In
addition, Colby provides a mobile
financial aid policy, which allows

students to take their financial aid
with them on non-Colby programs.
The primary cost of Colby 's offcampus study program itself is
maintaining the OCS office ,according to Champlin.
Before the fee was implemented,
the committee looked at other
schools' ways of dealing with the
cost of OCS. Some charge their students the same amount for OCS programs as they do for regular tuition.
If this were instituted at Colby, some
of the programs would give the
College revenues of over $5,000,
which the committee felt was an
unfair charge to the students. Many
other institutions either implemented a fee or charged only the
cost of the program. Colby decided
to use the fee so that the College
could keep up with the expenses of
the program.
Several different issues are currently being examined by the task
force,includingprogramqualitycontrol and the goals of study abroad.
One of the issues the task force
wants to discuss is the impact offcampus study has on the College.
Some of the problems include the
abundance of empty beds second
semester, academic difficulties for
single departments, such as scheduling 300 level classes with so many
juniors abroad, how off-campus
study is integrated into a student's
Colby education and issues of quality criteria. The task force will also
discuss "how administration, OCS
and faculty decide what a quality
program is," said Darling, one of
the task force's five student representatives.

The task force will also focus on
student concerns a major topic.
"Some students are afraid that there
will be future restrictions placed on
freedom of choosing off-campus
study programs," said Darling.
Other student concerns voiced so
far include the administration's involvement with OCSand what steps
might be taken to modify the program because of the high percentage of students taking part.
Darling said off-campus study is
"a real critical asset to a student's
education" and that OCS "is becoming more important with the large
proportion [of students] leaving."
She added that the task force will
address "financial, educational and
logistical" issues that have to be reconciled, while "providing a forum
for students,faculty and administration to voice their concerns."
The members of the task force are
presently discussing philosophical
issues such as the goals of Colby's
off-campus study program,then plan
to tackle the more concrete issues,
such as quality control and program
evaluation.
The goals of the task force are to
make OCS "a larger part of the total
Colby education—not abreakinit,"
said Champlin.
The task force is now holding
weekly meetings and students with
questions or concernsabout off-campus study should contact the student representatives — Darling,
Mark Adelman'97,ErinDuggan '97,
Erwin Godoy '97or Heather McVicar
'97 via e-mail. The minutes of the
meeting are available on the general
server.Q
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Mary Low, Coburn,Woodman and
Foss. They have sponsored Commons events as well, including a
BBQ dinner at the beginning of the
year, a brick painting party to encourage students to use them as
doorstops and leave their doors
open and a COPS party, showing
the movie "COPS: Too Hot for TV"
and offering refreshments. According to Higgins, all events had a large
turnout.
Higgins and McMaster have also
worked to provide individual dorm
events, such as pumpkin carving,
Big G's nights, movie nights, rollerskating, ER study breaks and ice
cream parties. Their next challenge
will be to put on the "best Foss Arts
ever," said Higgins.
Lovejoy Commons - President
Ben Langille '99 and Vice-President
Brad Sicchitano '99
Ben Langille '99 and Brad
Sicchitano '99 were famou s last year
for their desire to put soap dispensers into the bathrooms. They had
other concerns, too, such as being
proponents of a personal responsibility code , p lanning the Colby
Olympics and possibly putting on a
Mr. Colby beauty pagean t. On a
more serious note, they wanted to
analyze the current meal p lan and
look at ways to increase its efficiency.
The former co-vice presidents of
Dana also wanted to open a forum
for student and leader commui .ication, welcoming student complain ts
and ideas.
According to Langille, after a
slow start , Lovejoy, the largest of
the four Commons , sponsored

"Screw Your Roommate" with the
other Commons. They also brought
the Eleanor Healy Jazz Quartet to
the Page Commons Room, which
turned out to be a successful chemfree event,serving cookies and gourmet coffee in a relaxed environment.
Up next for the leaders of Lovejoy is
the Greased Lightning Dance scheduled for November 23, featuring "a
'50s, greaser-style event" to be held
in Page Commons Room,which will
be transformed to resemble a 1950s
high school. This is an attempt, said
Langille, "to bring new, exciting,
innovative social programming."
The leaders also have plans to
sponsor Dean Jeopard y in the Spa,
which will allow students and faculty to interact in a casual manner.
True to their promise,Lovejoy Commons plans to sponsor the firstColby
Olympics, to be held this spring,
which will foster friendly competition between the four Commons and
will work towards Commons bonding, an issue with which the leaders
are concerned about. Finall y,
Langille and Sicchitano have succeeded in getting soap dispensers
in the Taylor bathrooms on an experimental basis, and have distributed questionnaires to all Lovejoy
Commons residents for input.
Johnson Commons - Chad
Pimentel '98 and Jon Olinto '98
Juniors Chad Pimentel and Jon
Olinto ran together on a platform of
making student life at Colby more
enjoyable, beginning in their Commons. They pledged to maintain
weekend parties and dances in dorm
lounges and wished to increase

chem-free planning, common
themes throughout the elections.
While pledging to provide this programming, they expressed hope in
obtaining a unification of the campus in an integrated atmosphere
between chem-free and non chemfree activities. The pair stressed the
need for Colby to sponsor events
that student will actually want to
attend.
So far this year, Johnson Commons, along with the other Commons, sponsored the "Screw Your
Roommate" semi-formal. On Friday, September 13,the leaders sponsored a chem-free film festival complete with scary movies. In conjunction with Chaplin Commons, t hey
co-sponsored Bob's Bear Bash,
which had successful pre-parties,
but lost a multitude of students,
causing the Bash to close earl y.
Working again with Chaplin Commons,Pimentel and Olinto have just
recently announced the "Spr ing
Break Away" dance party, where
students will buy raffle tickets to
win a spring break get-a-way to
Cancun with three friends, to be
drawn at the party. This will hopefully increase the amount of students remaining on campus on
weekend nights. Pimentel and
Olinto have put together study
breaks in their Commons dorms,
and held a reception during Family
Weekend. Outside of the social
realm, the pair have also pushed
for, and succeeded in obtaining, a
re-vote on the instituting of cable
television in individual dorm rooms
which was struck down last year.Q
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Government's Tony Corrado
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE

he would be a better government
Features Editor
professor after experiencing politics first hand,Corrado remained in
Associate Professor of Govern- D.C, working for various political
ment Tony Corrado arrived at Colby campaigns and consulting firms.
one cold day in February of 1986,
Corrado still returns to Rhode
anticipating a stay shorter than six Island to stock up on ravioli at a
months.Although hewas originally small bakery in Providence's Italian-American Fedhired on a short term
eral Hillsection. He
basis as a replaceadded that he genment for Professor of
erally gets a great
Government Cal
Mackenzie,whowas
response when the
on sabbatical leave
occasional op-ed
at the time, Corrado
piece he has writwas
eventually
ten is reprinted in
the Providence
asked to return on
separate
occafour
J ournal.
"All my aunts
sions. The last time
Echo photo by M. Guryanski call my mom," he
was an offer of a tenure-track position as Prof essor Tony Corrado
said, "and say
a member of the gov'Anthony's in the
ernment faculty.
paper!' They cut it out and send it to
Most likely, Colby knew from her."
the beginning that Corrado was a
Corrado was most excited to
keeper. Now in his tenth year with talk about his current senior semithe College, Corrado has been nar class on presidential elections.
widely recognized as a scholar on The class is conducted mainly
campaign finance reform and elec- through internet newsgroup distion spending . He has participated cussions and website article
in nearly 70 interviews this semes- postings. Throughout the semester alone,including a recent appear- ter, the class has closely followed
ance on CBS Sunday Morning in a the presidential election and its
segment exploring the extraordi- treatment by the media.
nary expenditures in this presidenOne thing about Corrado that
tial campaign.
students will not learn by taking his
Corrado grew up in Rhode Is- class or by reading an interview he
land, where he learned to appreci- has given with the New York Times,
ate the art of politics. He completed is a secret that he has shared with
his undergraduate study at Catho- the Spa guy for many years.
lic University in Washington, D.C.
"What -you can tell students,"
and said that it was during his Corrado concluded with a cookie in
sophomore year that he realized he hand, "is that I love dessert. Ask the
wanted to become a professor. Fol- Spa. I'll usually order my dessert
lowing his best friend's advice that first and eat it before my lunch."Q

Sociology ^
Mternative presents
BY KAREN SCHLEIN

em State's bistory to explore the lem."
The duo decided to move into
Staff Writer
early philosophical justificationsfor
imprisonment and the changes in media,which can include video,film
Colby's Assistant Professor of philosophy and practice theft have and radio, in order to reach a larger
Sociology Christine Bowditch has occurred over time,"said Bowditch. segment of the population. "Academic literature has
begun an innovative
a fairly narrow audiproject which comsaid
ence,"
bines her interest in
Bowditch. "Our
contemporary social
hope is that by using
issues with media
digital technology to
production.
manipulate archival
Bowditch, a trained
materials
we can
sociologist
and
move past the stancriminologist, is coldard form of social
laborating with Paul
history documentaCady,who currently
ries to create a film
works as a computer
that will be more viengineer to develop
sually interesting."
software, to examine
Although she ada
Pennsylvania
mitted that both she
prison on film.
and Cady are new to
The pair's first
film production, she
project is an houradded that "Cad y
long documentary
by
Tanya
Semels
Echo
photo
has a long-standing
video on Eastern
interest in film and
State Penitentiary, a
the technical experhistorically signifi- Paul Cady , Zephyr Cody, and Colby Sociology
tise to learn about
cant institution built Professor Christine Bowditch live in the Goddardnew products that
inPhiladelphiainthe Hodgkins Faculty apartment. Bowditch and
Cady
are
working
on
a
documentary
on
are available. What I
1820s and in operaam bringing to the
tion until 1971. Pennsylvania 's Eastern State Penitentiary.
project is my acaAccording
to
demic knowledge.
Bowditch, Eastern
State Penitentiary embodied one of "The video questions why criminal Together we are hoping to learn by
the two competing philosophies for justice policy has continued to rely doing."
Bowditch claims that her teachimprisonment — solitary confine- on prisons given the problems and
ment. The other system, developed controversies evident in the history ing at Colby has informed her sense
of need for "alternative presentaat the Auburn Penitentiary in New of their usage."
York, was the congregate system. In
Bowditch said that the documen- tions" of historical material and has
the end, said Bowditch,the congre- tary began from "a concern with the helped her to learn about successful
gate system won out in the United contemporary expansion of the methods to reach classroom audiStates.
prison system, despite its limited ences and home viewing
"Weuse an investigation of East- success in reducing the crime prob- audiences.Q
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Echo photo by Kate Dunlop

Molly McLellan '97 and her buddy Ann at the Halloween
party.

BY KATE E. DUNLOP
Staff Writer
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Th e Best Buddi es program
hosted a Halloween par ty Satur-

day afternoon in the Heights Community Room. The affair was well
attended,with approximately ilf ly
people taking part in the food and
festivities.
Best Buddies is a program that
matches college students with mentall y retarded residents in the
Waterv il learea,according to Chapter Director Monika Thiele '97.
For t wo h ours, students, buddies and friends decorated pumpki ns,danced,ate Halloween candy,

played games andgot to know one
another better.
"Iwas really pleased with the
turnout," said Thiele. "We had a
lot of really good volunteers,a very
positive attitude. People were very
comfor table with their buddies...
it was easy to see the friendships
growing. Everyone had a greattime and I'd like to say thanks to
the volunteers."
Colby's chapter of Best Buddies is the first and only in Maine,
Being a buddy means maki ng a
commit ment of keeping in touch
at least twice a month. Anyone
interested in joini ng Best Buddi es
should contact Thiele at x4607.

***FREE TRIPS & CASH***
Find out how hundreds of student representitives
are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with America 's #1 Spring Break company I
Sell only 15 trips and travel free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS
MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call
Now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
95-BREAK!

Word Perfect Secretarial Service , 3 China
Road, Winslow, ME offers typing/word processing on laser quality printing at reasonable rates. Will do term papers, theses, etc.
Call Gloria Veilleux at 872-5031 any time.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants &
schorarships is now available. All students
are eligible. Let us help. For more info,call:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50693

SPRING BREAK '97
FROM A LEADER TO A LEADER!
WORK WITH SST AND TRAVEL FREE!!
THE OPPORTUNITIES ARE ENDLESS!
CASH! TRAVEL! PRIZES!
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS, FLORIDA,
PADRE
FREEE INFO: SUNSPLASH 1-800-426-7710
OR VISIT WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Travel the world
while earning an excellent income in the Cruise
Ship & Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal & fulltime employment available. No exp necessary. For info call 1-206-971-3550 ext.C50694

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS wante d to
promote SPRING BREAK!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800-327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com
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. This semester alone, Security has issued approximately 750-800

parking tickets, according to Director of Security Richard Nale. The

proceeds,however,do riot go directly to Security,but rather are added
to student accounts as collected through the Business Off ice, said Nale.
With each violation charging $10, the revenue from parking tickets
would then be calculated at almost $8,000 so far.
Male added that the number of tickets issued this year is significantly
. -*
lower than .that in previous years.Q
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Al Corey Musi c Center
*
*\"Everything in Music"
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99 Main Street, Waterville
Telephone 872-5622
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"Man does not live by words
alone, despite the fact that he
sometimes has to eat them."
- Adlai E. Stevenson, 1952
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IMMUNOLOGICS OF
THE 21st CENTURY
The Immunology Graduate
Program of the University of
Connecticut Health Center at
Farmington, Connecticut, is a
Federally-funded
training
program with a plan of study
leading to a PhD in
Biomedical Science with
Immunology as an area of
concentration.
Over 125
students at the University of
Connecticut Health Center
pursue
PhD
degrees.
Students in the Immunology
Graduate Program seek a
PhD, MD/PhD or DMD/PhD
degree and are supported by a
Training Grant from the
National Institutes of Health ,
a University Fellowship or
individual faculty grants. The
research interests of our 17
member faculty include
cellular, molecular and clinical
immunology. Training is
designed to prepare future
scientists for leadership
careers in industry, academe,
medicine.
research
or
Inquiries should be made to
Immunology
Director,
Graduate Program , or Ms.
Ruth Conrocl , Department of
Pathology, University of
Connecticut Health Center,
Farmington, CT 06030-3105;
Tel: (860) 679-2516, FAX:
(860) 679-2936; E-Mail:
Uelranc@panda.uchc.edu.
Web
Site:
http://www.iichc.edu.

Hi g h l a n d e r
Laundromat
70 Elm St, Waterville

coin-op self serve
or
drop off wash-dry-fold service
open
7:30 - 9:00
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 - 7:00
Sat.-Sun.

872-6787

CULLEN, continued frompage 1

and experiences to those the general public is currently dealing
with. She contended that people
often feel timid and "tip-toe"
around the issue of race after she
recalled a time when her fear superseded all of her actions. "I
feared being called a racist all the
time; it shaped everything I did.
There's a fear of using the wrong
word or term, the fear of saying
'hi/ or not saying 'hi/ and even
the fear of opposing affirmative
action because of the possibility of
being called a racist. "So,"Cullen
continued, "we end up doing the
worst thing possible, we don't say
anything... The end result was just
staying away from [people of
color]."
She recalled a time in college
when she voiced her prejudices
about Hispanic people to a Hispanic friend, referring to them as
"spies."Her friend's response was
surprisingly calm,as he proceeded
to teach her the lesson of tolerance
that would make her who she is
today. Cullen said, "People can
change."
From Cullen's perspective as a
white, lesbian woman, she spoke
of a certain look that she and those
different from her often give one
another. Cullen referred to this as
the "Can I trust you?" look. It's a
symbol for the uncertainty and the
fear that precludes somuch of what
people say or don't say, for determining who one's "allies" are is in
itself an arduous, frightening process, she said.
In an effort to increase our allies, Cullen called for people of all

nationalities and colors to tackle the
fear by speaking out against those
who degrade others. She acknowledged that "The biggest thing white
people are afraid of is other white
people... it's the fear of challenging
other white people."Sheadded, "By
saying and doing nothing, we send
a message that ifs 'okay.'"
Stressing the importance of communication, Cullen called upon
"people of color" to help white
people learn how to be more culturally and racially aware. She said,
"Even though you're always the
educators, we need you now because we're finally asking the questions."
Focusing next on what individuals can do on the Colby campus to
make a difference in race relations,
Cullen urged everyone to have the
goal of accepting differences in mind
everyday of our lives. She suggested
acts of kindness, such as a smile or a
greeting, as small,but essential step
towards acceptance. In addition,
these acts should be enhanced with
discussion. She said "white people
need to speak their minds and their
hearts," rather than being too timid
to address the sensitive issues.
The idea of communication as
the major catalyst for improvement
permeated through the lecture.
"Sometimes people need to light
fires, in the literal sense, on this
campus so as to create a dialogue...!
like these fires," Cullen said.
Cullen acknowledged the low
attendance at the lecture by calling
it "disheartening," but still happily
addressed the less than twenty
people who did attend. At 11 a.m.,

when the lecture started in Given
Auditorium across campus, many
students could be heard voicing
their disapproval and annoyance
with the change of venue from the
normal spotlight location in the
Student Union. One student said
that "Given is worse because you
can't just wonder in after checking your mail." The slide show
portion of the presentation necessitated the change of venue, since
even the new shades in the Page
Commons Room cannot eliminate
enough light to show slides during the day.
Cullen altered some of her
speech before the lecture that had
said she "was glad [the Colby community] all came out in full force."
Yet, she focused on the impact
that each individual can have as
"voluminous," because racism
affects every individual at some
point. And, she reminded the audience to keep this sentiment in
mind even at the times it's not
directly affecting us, because it is
affecting someone.
Despite the low turnout ,
Maura Cullen'spowerful message
left the audience enlightened, inspired and aware. She provided
explanations about the shift from
inclusion to tolerance to acceptance, and challenged each individual to make these goals part of
their daily practices. Motivation
for this might be best summarized
by the question she told everyone
to ask themselves. "In your lif e
will you be remembered as a
builder of bridges, or a breaker of
spirits?"^

Democrat Joe Jabar prevailed
over Republican Gil Pelletier in the
99th district for the Maine state legislature by a two-to-one margin.
The most debated referendum,
Proposition Two, dealt with
clearcutting. Late Tuesday evening,
2B, known as the Compact for
Maine's forests, captured just under 50 percent of the vote. This
gave 2B a solid lead over 2A, Ban

Clearcutting's proposal which got
31 percent of the vote. Option 2C, the
do-nothing solution,received 19percent of the vote. With more than 90
percent of the vote still uncounted, it
was too close to decide whether the
issue would be settled or Mainers
would face it again in 1997.
Proposition One was a proposal
to require printed ballot warnings
beside names of candidates and of-

fice holders who opposed congressional term limits. Unofficiall y ,60
percent of voters were in favor of
enacting the Congressional Term
Limits Law of 1996.
Fifty-seven percent of voters
were in favor of Proposition Three,
to be enacted in the year 2000,
which will define the amount of
money a candidate can spend in
any state election.Q

ELECTION , cp n iinued fro m page 1

Echo p hoto by J ennifer Alwootl
The Colby Democrats plastered the campus in an all-out effort to get students to the polls to support
Joe Brenn a n, a Democra t facing stiff competition on election day.
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Alcohol affects foody, spirit, mind
BY ALEX HOWARD
Contributing Writer

Students and alcohol are a combination that has been around for a
long time. There are,however,many
facts concerning alcohol's effect
upon one'sbody and life that everyone should be aware of before embark upon a ni ght of drinking.
First, combining alcohol with
other drugs can cause severe health
problems. Drinking while on prescription medication or illegal drugs
can result in a quick trip to thehealth
center or emergency room.
Second, alcohol is alcohol , regardless of its form .A 12-ounce beer,
a four-ounce glass of wine and a
one-ounce shot of hard liquor all
constitute one serving and all therefore have the same amount of pure
alcohol — a little more than onehalf of an ounce. Some hard liquors
have even higher percentages per
volume.
Third, there is NO way to sober
up quickly. Time is the only way to
get rid of the alcohol in your system ,
as it is metabolized by the body. It
takes a 150-pound male approximately one hour to metabolize one
serving of alcohol. Weight, age and
health all affect this time period.
If you have had a few drinks
before, you know that alcohol can
be enjoyable, if consumed in reasonable quantities. However, since
it is a drug (classified as a depressant), your bod y treats it as a poison. The Maine legal system is also
extremely intolerant of anyone under 21 using it, especially anyone
driving while under the influence.
Some facts you should know, if you
don't already:

company discovers your infraction.
As far as drinking at Colby goes,
it is certainly safer than "Off the Hill."
If you or your friend becomes dangerously intoxicated, the EMTs are
always on duty at x3637 and will
come to assess the problem. If you
throw up, realize that you are experiencing alcohol poisoning and need
constant attention. If necessary, you
r_____________ -___________ -_H.n«HHBaB - may spend the evening at the health
center. You cannot get in disciplinary trouble merely for staying there.
Your confidentiality in the visit and
in subsequent voluntary counseling
is assured. The exception to this rule
is if you have to go to the emergency
.
room at Mid-Maine Medical Center.
and more for subsequent offenses. If that occurs, the dean on call will be
If a minor transports alcohol in a notified.
As students, we can be proud of
car, she may have her driver's lithe
fact that we have become considcense suspended for 20 days, have
three points against her license and erably betteratidentif yingpeers who
may be in serious trouble due to an
pay a $25 reinstatement fee.
If, as a minor, you are found to be over-consumption of alcohol. Know
operating under the influence, your the risks of drinking and know your
license will be suspended for a year. limits. Decide how much you want
If your refuse to submit to a to drink when you begin an evening
brea thalyzer test, the same penalty and when you reach that point, stop
results. Maine state law now has a - start drinking water or another
zero tolerance policy — that is, you non-alcoholic beverage (you'll have
cannot have more than a .00 blood less of a hangover). Take care of those
alcohol concentration. That means around you and take care of yourno alcohol at all, not even cough self. And remember, this just
syrup. An officer can also decide that scratches the surface of the immediyou are under the influence without ate health risks — long term emoany test at all. An OUI will change tional dysfunction and alcohol adyour life permanently. It may cost diction arenotuncommon problems
you thousands of dollars in legal today, and often stem from the misfees, jail time or community service, use of alcohol in college. The key is
6 to 20 weeks of alcohol counseling a t moderation.
Sources: Division of Alcohol and
a location determined by the state
and an at least a three month license Drug Education Services, Bureau of
suspension. In addition, you will Instruction , American College
have a criminal record . Your car in- Health Association,Alden Kent,P.A.,
surance is also likely to increase if the Colby Alcohol Counselor.Q
If you knowingly give alcohol to
a minor, or allow a minor to consume alcohol at a location under
your control, you could be fined up
to $500 and could be placed in jail
for up to six months.
Any minor found to be in possession or control of alcoholic beverages is guilty of a civic infraction
and can be fined $100 the first time
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Director of Student Activities Ben Jorgensen and Kris
Durhee , Assistant Director of Special Programs , were
married on October 12, 1996.

CVC Hiring New
Assistant Director
Paid

4 hrs rest of semester
6-8 hours next semester
hopefully will continue next year
v.

Hair Specialists

across from Peop le 's Heri tag e Ban k

Ben Jorgensen '92
and Kris Durkee tie

A Look at

Uptown
Where Colby students go
j
j Discounts for
Colby students
873-2028
~
1 with ID
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189 Main Street
Waterville , ME
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Applications available on Bulk Mail Shelf or CVC
Bulliten Board in Student Center or in our office.
Applications due Nov. 11 at4 pm.
Questions ? Call x3442

Friday ,Nov 8: Spring Breakaway

sponsored by Johnson and Chaplin Commons

$3 gets you a ticket to a dance party and raffle for a trip to Cancun and
accommodations for you and three friends for Spring Break*

Student Center, 9 - 1 , tickets on sale this week in the Student Center

Saturday, Nov.9: Dana 's Own

Ramon Managard and the band Misty Bliss
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MAKING MORE THAN JUST OMLETS
$2 for EVERYTHING!!! Come wade through the muskegStudent Center, 9 - 1
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she scenario is all too familiar — if s Monday, you got out of class five
ininuteslateandbythetime you gettothedininghallyouhaveonly twenty
minutes before your next class. Ready for lunch,you bear the line to swipe
yourcard and enter your kitchen away from home. But alas,there is a line
at the grillthat rivalsthe Ticket Master queuesof old. You resign yourself to
a quick sandwich,but the chaos makesyou lose your appetite all together.
Indespair,you drop three bucksin theSpa for a bagel,an apple and a Coke.
Even when there is more time for a meal, it is not uncommon to find
empty fruit bins and salad containers that have only a few sorry looking
scraps. Food needs to be stocked on a more regular basis so that there are
fresh choicesfor everyone.Speakingof choices,what happened to the huge
cereal wall? Where werewe when students were polled to determine what
cereals would be represented?
Anotherproblem encountered every night, at Dana in particular, is the
miscommunicationof dining hall hours— if the dining hall is serving until
9 p.m. (whichis how we interpret the hours), the food should stay out until
then and there should be several options. Since Colby provides minimal
cooking facilitiesindormsand requires students to purchasefullmealplans,
it isthentheresponsibility of theadministration to ensureall students (even
very,very busy ones) can find three balanced meals every day.
Bill Bayle, associate director of Dining Services, twice declined the
Presidents' Council's invitation to speak to the council and refused to
presentDining Service's financial report. A new director of dining services,
Lloyd Comeau,started Monday. We hope thathe can answer someof our
questions,make somechanges or explain why the changes can't be made.
WelcometoColby,Mr. Comeau.You've got a tough job ahead of you. Our
advice:keepthelinesofcommunication open,listen to student concernsand
be sure to respond to them.

Underwater Basketweaving101

Kyouarenotafreshman,thepix3spectofsiayingon campusforJanuary
isprettybleak.Sure,oneclass and plenty of timetousethatskipassfor both
Sugarloaf and Sunday River sounds great, but what if your goals are to
actually study during that month (or recordlow temps makeit too coldto
ski)? As an upperclassman, if you want to pursue a special interest, your
chances of getting into the classare slim.
Many Januaryprofessors who teach the uniqueclasses are administrators or community members who stand in for the month. Their ability to
teach is not ia question; they often do a wonderfuljob and offer a good
perspectiveto contrast the full-timemembersof academia.-Theproblem is
that since they are not fulltime professors, their classes are frequently
automatically considered 100-leveL According to Colby policy, first-year
students are given priority in 100. level courses, and not even special
permission from the professor will change the registrar's mind. Students
intendingto completesomemajor i^uir^
of missinga semester forabroad programsorsimply togetaheadfind higher
level course studies missing from the JanPlah curriculum. A sciencemajor,
j forexample,has theoption of only two.lOCHevelcourses from whichto earn
naturalsciericecredit. Thereis the200-IevelEcologytrip.to Venezuela but it
costsapproximately $1,900and the enrollmentislimitedto twelvestudents.
Another JanPlan option is to stay on campus to take care of your allcollege requirements, like the infamous wellness credits. However, you
cannot even earn wellnesscreditfor the EMT class,a concentrated8-hour a
day course on basic biology, chemistry, anatomy and general health (but
you can fulfill wellnesswhitewaterrafting?).TheCollegeurges upperclassmen to pursue internships and independent study projects,but what if lack
of fun ds or maj or requirements keepsyou on campus?If the administration
wants the student body to take JanPlan on campus seriously, they must
provide serious options for first-years arid upperclassmen.
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The Colby Eciio is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College on
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words nnd must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters arc due by Sunday at midni ght for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone number. If
possible, please also submit letters on n 3.5 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format.
You may also submit letters via e-mail to "cchoOcolby.edu ".
The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
The Editorials, above, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not the Echo.
The Echo will make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisernents or articles,
For information on advertising rates, publication dates, or to contact us about
submitting an article, please call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 on campus).

The civilized inteligencia responds
In last week'sedition of the Colby
Echo Mr. Ezra Dyer wrote an extremely articulate letter, entitled
"Colby barbarians will perish for
sins,"stating hisconcerns about students' behavior at Colby. We completely agree that students at Colby
are not perfect, nobody is.When we
speak about respect on campus, it is
not random acts that we are referring to, i.e. students leaving knives
in cream cheese or not cleaning dryer
lint guards. We are concerned about
conscious,deliberate actions,i.e. students refusing to honor other community members' simple requests.
We are sorry that our appeals for
students to respect their peers infringes on them. However, the actions of a minority on this campus
who do not respect their peers infringes on the rights of the tacit
major ity.
We are aware that being at college gives many students their first
experience with nearly complete

career at some point in the future. In
the work place, people do not act
perfectly, but they certainly do not
blatantly disrespect their co-workers.A residential college is based on
the idea that learning does not only
__
__
_
_B__HB
_HB__
___BI
BH_HnBBBoccur in the classroom, but also in
B9HnB
H HH
A residential college living with and respecting others.
We are all peers preparing to move
is based on the idea on to the next stage of our lives. We
that learning does not should treat each other with the respect shown to a co-worker. Puronly occur in the
posefully being rude to people beclassroom , hut also in cause they ask you to respect their
living with and
needs is not only immature,it shows
a lack of ethical character. If sturespecting other s
dents feel they can act in any manner they wish, they should imagine
tained their current behavioral pat- the consequences of their behavior
terns, they would be evicted from in an after-college setting.
their apartments and lose their jobs.
They would also be shocked to find
Andrew A. Weber '97
that people will not be silent in the
Elise C. Landry '98
disapproval of their behavior.
If our assumption is correct,most
students are here to prepare for a
freedom. Nevertheless, imagine
what would happen if the students,
whose behavior we are complaining about, were transplanted to an
after-college setting (it is going to
happen soon enough). If they main-

Op inions
Hold on to your friends

Sentiment f or the midterm blahs
BY KELSEY MILLER
Staff Writer

Maybe when things happen in
your own life, you become more
attuned to them going on everywhere around you. Perhaps that's
wh y I've been noticing relationship intrigues all around me at
Camp Colby. You see,inevitably in
the four years on campus, there are
bound to be squabbles and tiffs.
Unfortunately, it is probable that
lurking somewhere will be at least
one major blow-up for everyone
before they graduate into greener
pastures. But, why all of a sudden
is this anger or hurt flaring up all
around me? Well, I have a theory,
but you might not like it...
Colby students are typicall y
motivated and driven -your basic
type A personality. Just stop and
listen to any random conversation.
The word 'busy' pops up an incredible amount,especially around
mid-term season. We are so busy,
in fact, that we get lulled into a
sense of monotony. Nothing reall y
seems as important as getting this
paper or that exam over with before a meeting, so we can have a
little relaxation. But what we don't
realize is that things may be going
on all around us, which really need
our attention - anything from a

presidential election,(did everyone
vote?), to a birthday party, to a
friend just needing to talk. In our
sense of urgency to complete our
own tasks,it's hard to see the things
that should be right in front of our

Don't you think it' s
worth it to take a few
minutes and really
find out what those
around you are up to?

noses. We don't take time out to
dial the phone or drop by just to see
how a weekend went. And if someone makes the same omission for
us, we are immediately offended.
Thus, the seeds of intrigue are
planted.
It's just a short step further to
venting your frustration in the
wrong ear or the wrong way. After
that,well, the yelling is right around
the corner (which at least is a type
of communication). What we need
to realize is that, wrapped up in
our own concerns, we are not aware
of the nuances of life around us.
We don't stop to think that what

we're doing,or not doing*could be
bothering someone. Most of all,
when we get bothered ourselves,
we fail to go to the source, thinking
it would be easier to just lay low.
Maybe we're blaming people for
things which are beyond their control or comprehension. Or maybe
we're being blamed for the same
thing. Or maybe both.
Don't get me wrong, I am as
guilty as anyone on this account.
Colby is a small place and its easy
to grate on nerves or create difficulties. But four years goes by
quickly and would be much harder
without those we love and call
friends. Maybe it'll cost an hour of
study time, maybe it might mean
skipping a well deserved nap, or it
could just mean picking up a phone.
Don't you think it's worth it to take
a few minutes and really find out
what those around you are up to? It
would make all the difference to
listen to everyone's answer to the
fleeting question of "How are you?"
instead of just walking on past.
There will be other exams, and
different papers, and all that work
won't leave an indelible mark on
anyone. But friends will. They are
worth anything and everything. A
little time spent in understanding
will return a thousand times.Q

"Express everything you like. No word can hurt
you. None. No idea can hurt you. Not being
able to express an idea or a word will hurt you
much more. As much as a bullet."- Jamaica
Kincaid, 1985

Want to write?

f % x3349.

Op inions

Walking a thin line
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When do the media 's r ight s int erfer e with th e individ ual' s?
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Opinions Editor

Not too long ago,the FBI tracked
down a reclusive man who they
believed to be the notorious
Unabomer. Carefully they started
building their case, making sure
everything fit into place before making the arrest. After all, charging a
man with murder is a serious accusation. However, someone in the
media (CBS) found out about the
investigation and just couldn't wait
to tell the world about it. The government then had no choice but to
move. The FBI arrested Ted
Kaczynski and brought him in for
questioning. That week, TIME,
Newsweekand U.S. News and World
Report , as well as virtually every
newspaper in the country, had
Kaczynski's grizzled face on their
cover. And I asked myself the question: What if he's innocent?
It now appears that Kaczyriski is
the bonafide Unabomer,and the FBI
has formally charged him as such.
But as far as I'm concerned, the
media got lucky. They took a person, just like you and me, and labeled him a terrorist and a murderer without any formal charges.
Not only that, but they forced the
FBI's hand as well. A few months
later, the media wouldn't be so fortunate.
Richard Jewellwasthenewanan
in question. He," like Kaczynski was
suspected of a horrible crime,in this
case the .Olympic Park Bombing.
But unlike Kaczynski, he was never
formally charged, and the FBI informed him two weeks ago that he
was no longer a suspect in the case.
He is now planning to sue many
major press industries including
NBC and the Atlanta J ournal-Constitution.He is more than just ified in

doing so. The press crossed the fine
line of keeping the public informed
by invading an individual's right to
privacy, and it deserves to face the
consequences of its reckless actions.
The Jewell saga is a nightmare.
Jewell was originally the hero of the
bombing,the media darling. He was
the first to discover the bomb and
begin clearing the area, possibly
saving many lives.However, when

_3B_^__________En___B__H_B______H__H-_-_n-B__HHH_____S.n_n

With half-baked
stories running
rampant , the people
will no longer he able
to tell what' s real
anymore and will
throw their hands up
over it.

the FBI began to inquire into how
this little known security guard was
able to do all this,the media pounced
on him. With no evidence and no
proof , not even a formal accusation
by the government,the press all but
indicted and convicted him in the
bombing.
The media is in a very precarious position. Everyday itmustmake
decisions that will dramatically affect the lives of those it reports on. It
is with the utmost care and sensitivity these decisions should be made.
The -Atlanta J ournal-Constitution
failed miserably when making this
decision. The old adage is that you
only run the suspect's name after
he/she has been formally charged.
When it was discovered that the FBI
was merely considering Jewell as a
suspect, the Journal-Constitution
not only decided to run the story,
but printed a special edition to break
the news first. Naturally, virtually
every major newspaper jumped on

the bandwagon the next day because scandal sells.
What it comes down to is a disgusting disregard for individual
rights and privacy, something becoming more of the National Enquirer
than the Atlanta J ournal-Constitution. Its editors took the fate of a
man's life based on suspicions and
half-truths and splashed it across
their front page for all the world to
see. Thereis probably nothing worse
than being labeled a terrorist and a
traitor over the national news. An
incident as earth-shaking as the
bombing of the 1996 Olympics will
not go away; it is now written in the
annals of history. Now Mr. Jewell's
name is written there too.
In this new information age and
its many 24-hour news channels,
the media companies feel compelled
to get to each story before their competitors do. More and more,the facts
of the case seem irrelevant. There is
a rush to judgment; who can have
the most compelling headline? If
they destroy a life or two along the
way, oh well, they can just hide
behind theFirst Amendment. Eventually this cycle will lead to the destruction of the credibility of the '"'
news industries. With half-baked
stories running rampant,the people
will no longer be able to tell whafs
real anymore and will throw their
hands up over it. Important news
will be lost in the filth.
The Jewell case is a wake-up call
to the industry. Whether the media
is found guilty en masse or protected by the First Amendment is
now irrelevant.It destroyed Jewell's
life, and that should hang over it
like a dark cloud. There is a reason
our Constitution deems every individual innocent before proven guilty
- because sometimes they are. The
media has no authority to make that
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letters to the editor?

echo@colby.edu
The ft t\\a is also on the web
http://www.colb y.edu/

If you could create any Jan-Plan class , what
would it be?
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"I'd like to study sand - preferably on a beach towel in California."
Caitlin Smith '00

"Horticulture."
Graham Macmillan III '97

"Glass blowing."
Brendan Bloom '99

¦»
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"Mandola lessons - learn how to
play it and figure out what it is."
Dan Rizza '99

"Igloo building."
Kristin Wildman '98
Echo photos by J ennifer Atwood

What are y ou at Colby too do?
Their are know writ e answers

SOME THINGS ABE MEANT
TO BE CLOSED

YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM .

Arts & Entertainment

Colby goes wild for Skalloween, cries for 'More Ska

donned by Tori Antonino '97.
BY CHRISTOPHER DACUS
She came as a prettier version of
Staff Writer •
Zero the Hero,repletewith cape
and Zero shirt. "Zero the Hero
Halloween came to Colby a day late last
will rule the world,," she said
Friday with costumes, parties, a ska band
when asked why she chose her
outfit.
and plenty to drink. Students dressed in the
funniest
and
most
creative
costumes
The Bim Skala
scariest,
that they could make or buy and began to
Bim concert began
in the Student Cencelebrate Halloween with pre-parties and
later at the Skalloween concert with Boston
ter at 10 p.m. The
based band Bim Skala Bim. The best part was
Page Commons
that the parties and concert could all be had
Room was turned
for only five bucks.
into a mosh pit for
Several of the residential halls hosted
of
the
Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood most
pre-parties in their lounges, including
evening as the
Coburn, Foss, Dana and Mary Low. The con- Commons hosted a dance party that was band blasted therocked-up versensus seemed to be that Coburn hosted the chem-free and, for most of the evening, stu- sion of reggae known as ska.
best party, which was complete with black dent-free.
- Ska has been around since
most
of
the
party
It
appeared
as
though
lights, a large stereo system, (unlike Foss,
the 1950's, when it was born in
goers had spent a good Jamaica and championedby the
which had a
deal of time developing young Bob Marley. Since then,
small boom box)
their costumes. A rather its popularity has come and
and a well
frightening vampire was gone, but in the'90s its style of
stocked bar. One
done by Ulrike Gruhn, a blaring brass and pulsing rhythms has influunidentified stuGerman exchange stu- enced many popular bands such as No Doubt
dent exclaimed
dent who perhaps has and Rancid. It was certainly popular on Friat one point ,
spent some time in day as students crowded to watch, dance to
"I've
been
Transy lvania. When and even mosh to the performance by Bim
caught in a mud
asked about her costume, Skala Bim. It certainly appeared to be the
slide." Probably
she bared her fangs and most fun that students have had in the Stumore than a few
said, "I'll bite you." Se- dent Union this year.
mud slides...
nior Mike Coyle came as
Almost evThe new Assistant Director of Student
a '90s version of the cave- Activities Susan Moore was on hand for the
eryone at the
person, complete with a concert, and seemed to be enjoying herself.
Coburn party
large club and a sort of She also expressed her happiness that the
was in costume
cave tunic. His only com- event so successful and fun for the students.
which, comment on the situation Mary Low Commons Vice-President Julie
bined with the
was an adamant, McMaster '99 was also in attendance and said
black lights and
good . music,
Echo photo by Kol Harvey "UGHH!" Brad Reichek that she was "very excited" that so many
'00 came as a traditional good events such as the '80s party and
made dancing all
white make-up to make Skalloween were taking place. Sophomore
Dracula,
with
enough
the more fun. Foss and Dana hosted smaller
parties with kegs instead of a bar. Mary Low Bela Lugosi proud. A very original outfit was Jepthah Hardison was much more animated

¦
*Henry V today
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

did two shows: "Taming of the
Shrew" and "Othello." The group
works with a basically minimalist
set consiting of cubes and little costuming. Tickets for toni ght's event

Shenandoah Shakespeare
press, an 11-member acting
company from Harrisonburg,
Va., will perform "Henry V"
in Strider theater tonight at 8
p.m. The company also will
conduct a Shakespearean
drama workshop at 11 a.m.
today, in the Page Commons
Room, the Spotli ght Event Series.
Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express , named for the
company's home in Virginia's
Shenandoah Valley, reveals
the dynamic language oi
Shakespearean drama by performing plays as Shakespeare
intended — on a bare stage
with simple lighting. "This is
pure Shakespeare, richl y
alive," said The Boston Globe.
Photo courtesy of Communications
"The play's indeed the thing,
Members of the Shenandoah
and, thanks to the SSE, what a
Shakespeare Express will be at
glorious, vibrant, living thing Colby today.
it is."
Since its formation in 1988, the have sold out, but you can still get
company has played in 40 states on the waiting list by calling thebox
and five countries, including visits office at 872-3358 or by visiting the
to the Staclt Neuss Shakespeare Fes- box office this afternoon starting at
tival in Neuss, Germany; the Pic- 4 p.m.
The next Performing Arts show
colo Spoleto Festival in Charleston,
'
S.G; two visits to the International afterShenandoah Shakespeare is the
Fringe Festival in Edinburgh, Scot- play "Tales of the Lost Formicans"
land; and three extended runs at the written by Constance Congdon and
Folger Shakespeare Library's Eliza- directed by Performing Arts Chair
bethan Theatre in Washington, D.C. Joylynn Wi ng from November 21
The company last performed al until the 24. For further information
Colby in the fall of 1994, when they call X3388.Q

(,as he exclaimed, "More Ska! More Ska!" This

statement seemed to sum up the overall mood
of the students at the concert.
Skalloween was well liked by so many
students because there was something for
everyone. The evening gave students an ex-

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwooi

cuse to get dressed up m strange costumes, go
to theme parties and to hear a great band. The
moral oi the story is that if there were more
good parties like that one in Coburn, and
good live bands, most students would not
mind paying five dollars at all for such a good
time.Q
(photos l-r)
It' s a bird , it' s a plane , it' s
Superman!
Bim Skala Bim was the highlight
of Skalloween.
Sarah Molly '97 as a ME State ID
and Doug Schult z '97 at the
senior pre-party.
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Tutti-fruity beer, here!

BY ERIN DUGGAN & JEN ATWOOD
Editor-in-Chief & Photo Editor

With the first snowfall this past weekend, the inevitability of winter has hit us like an arctic wind on the
hill in January. We can either curl up with a bowl of
chowder and a pint of stout - or, optimistic thoughts
can turn to warmer days. We introduce to you the beer lover's alternative to daiquiris... no blenders,
no mixes an d, best of all, no mess!
These fruity beverages may be the
perfect pre-party drink jfor this
Friday's Sp r ing Breakaway, or
whenever you need to be reminded
t ha t t he wa rmer months are not
gone for good.
As we perused the a isles of
Joka's it seemed that raspberry was
the most well represented fruit. We
reviewed three rasp berry beers thi s
week an d were surpr ised t o f ind a grea t var ia ti on in
taste amongst them. You wouldn't think that it was
even the same berry.
BLUE MOON RASPBERRYCREAM:This wasour
least f avor it e of the three we sampled , due mostly to
the synthetic taste and aroma. We were disappointed
tha t in an eff or t to create a rasp berry cream, the overall
taste is compromised. On the other hand, if you enjoy
munching on Children 's Tylenol, this might appeal to
you.
NOR'WESTERRASPBERRYWEIZEN .This beer is
not only a good example of a raspberry beer, but it
brings us to a new vocabulary word. A weizen is a
wheal beer, from southern Germany and is art alternative source of protein. The nature of a weizen is clear
an d sweet, and the absence of a strong beer taste makes
this a good companionfor those more interested in the
fru it than the beer.
BLACKDOG HONEY RASPBERRYALE . This is a
sophisticated ale that succeeds in mixing complex tastes

- neither flavor overpowers the other. One sip brings
you back to the summer when you were ten years old,
picking raspberries in August. The beer is superb and
the berries taste real, making Black Dog our favorite
raspberry beer, as well as our favorite flavored beer. It
was versatile, drinkable and a pleasure to get to know.
There exists a veritablecornucopia of flavored beers,
too vast to cover in one review. We
picked three more experiments in the
coupling of fruit and our favorite malt
beverage to give you an idea of what is
available.
PETE 'S WICKED STRAWBERRY
BLONDE:We looked at each other and
realized where our Pez dispenser had
gone. Give it back Pete, your beer is
bett er without the overpower ing fakestrawberry taste. A good idea , but this
just isn't a great match. Get thee back to
th e caul d ron , this is wicked awful.
SLOBi&WlNGCOMPANYBLUEBERRY ALE : The brewers of this beer are obviously
unf am ili ar wit h t he M aine blueberr ies t hat we have
grown to love. The odor is dank and musty, like a wet
and dirty carpet. It might even put hair on your chest.
Enoug h said. Drink only if you are a glutton for punishment.
PYRAMID APRICOT ALE : This is a complete
sensoiy exper
ience, it even smells like a yummy perfume. Though the apr icot tas t e has the streng th of a
Body Shop l ip gloss , it is in perfect balance with (our
second vocabulary word this week) the Hefeweizen ,
beer very similar to the weizen,but which may contain
more yeast. Tlie colder the better, this is a novel taste
experience that is definitely worth hying.
And t here you have it,our f orayinto the ber ry wil d
world of flavored beer. College is a great place to
experiment, and these beers are always in season.
Tune in next week, same Beer time, same Beer
channel/ as Duggan and Atwood head down to
WateiviUe's newest watering hole,The Spotted Dog.O

*SJief s the One* proves to
be one t o see

playing rough-around-the-edges old men.
Mahoney is Frasier's dad on TV,and has been
in countless movies including "American
Staff Writer
President," "Reality Bites," "In the Line of
Who liked "The Brothers McMullen?" If Fire"and "Hudsucker Proxy."Cameron Diaz,
you did,you are sure to like writer/ director/ from "The Mask," plays Heather, the one
actor Edward Burns' second film, "She's the thing that could come between brothers and
One." Even if you didn't like "Brothers," you marriages.
This movie deserves a lot of credit, it takes
may want to catch this one just so you can
make up your own mind. It's a decent film an ambitious plot line and manages to do it
and Burns appears to be one of the up-and- justice. It is not an Oscar winner, but it makes
coming prodigees of the film world. "She's you laugh. It takes some unexpected turns
the One" is a somewhat unpredictable ro- that you can take a lot of pleasure from. The
supporting actors offer some of the funnier
mantic comedy that keeps you laughing.
"She's the One" tells the story of Mickey, points in the movie. Renee's open parents
an Irish New York cab driver who is ju st and crude sister add a little spice to the film
looking to do what makes him happy. His and make it that much better. The movie is as
realistic as
brother Francis is
Burns could
a Wall Street ex- ____
have made it,
ecutive who s
with
diamarriage is falling
logue that
apart bit by bit and
sounds natuwho thinks happiral and funny
ness is directly reand chemislated to money
try between
and success. Their
the actors
father is quick to
that the audigive advice, and,
ence
can
after following it,
sense.
Mickey ends up
"I made
married to somethis film beone after being
Photo
courtesy
of
Twentieth
Century
Fox.
cause
these
with her for
(l-r)
Edward
Burns
Marcine
Bahns
,
,
are
the
twenty-four hours
Cameron
Diaz
Jennifer
Aniston,
and
,
people who I
while Francis ends
know," said
up having an af- Mike McGlone star in "She 's the One."
B u r n s .
fair. Both of them
Hopefully,
someone
sitting
in
a theater will
seem to think they know what they want, but
it takes a boxing match, Paris and an ex- identify with these characters and say, 'Yeah,
that's my life. Thank God someone put it up
hooker for them to figure things out.
"She's the One" reunites three characters there.'" You know these people too, and that
from "The Brothers McMullen." Edward is one of the things that makes this movie so
Burns, who played Finbar, is charming as enjoyable. In fact, you might even be one of
Mickey, MikeMcGlone played the very Catho- these characters.
Tom Petty wrote the whole film score, a
lic younger brother of Burns and is back in the
younger brother role as Francis and Maxine new accomplishment for the platinum reBahns reprises her role as Burns' girlfriend cording artist. He also composed six new
when she plays Hope, a true romantic. Out of songs specifically for the film. The music
all the actors, her talent is the most question- works very well for the film and, if you're a
able. You have to ask yourself, is she an Tom Petty fan, the soundtrack would probactress or the writer/director's real-life girl- ably be worth purchasing. If not, don't pay
attention to the songs.
friend?
If you're in the mood for a light comed y,
Jennifer Aniston is surprisingly good as
Francis' jilted and under-sexed wife Renee. "She's the One" would be a pretty good bet.
Who would have thought she would be the It's enjoyable and romantic and leaves you
one "Friend" who is successfu l thebig screen? satisfied when you walk out the theater doors.
John Mahoney is perfect as Mr. Fitzpatrick, It's play ing at Railroad Square Cinema from
the father. He seems to find his niche in November 8 through November 14.Q

BY MEG BELANGER
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Cafe
Grand :^litral
?
Railro ad Square Waterville
872-9135
Fresh Garden Salads
French Onion Soup
Serious Deserts
Microbrews
Open Every Day

10% off for stu d ents every Mon d ay nnd Wed n esd ay
Grand Centra l Cnl_ Question of tlie Week:

Why are manhole covers round?
The f irst student to come by with the correct answer will he rewarded
with a free brick oven pizza.

Students to fall for
P&W's One-Act Festival
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

This Friday ni ght, treat
yourself to one of Powder &
Wig's most unique shows of
the year: the Fall One-Act Festival. Featuring shows by
playwriting talents ranging
from the contemporary favorite David Mamet to absurdist
Eugene Ionesco to one of our
own Colby students, Nicole
Bedell '99, the show is as diverse as they come.
The festival is unique because instead of one continuous plot, the audience is presented four different plays,
with monologues written by
Bedell between each one.
First up is Reid Farrington
'99 (seen in last spring 's
"Spared") with a monologue
entitled "Voices,"which leads
right into Mamet's "No One
is Immune," starring Josh
Sharback '98 ("Columbus")
and Ben Grasso '99 ("Six
Characters in Search of an
Author"). This show, directed
by Michele Machalani, last
seen in last spring's "Six
Cubed Players," is one of the
more intense shows of the festival. It manages to get the
audience thinking and on the
edge of their seats.
Next up is Beth Johnson
'99 with another of Bedell's
original monologues entitled,
"Idiocy," which leads into
Tennessee Williams' "Chalky
White Substance." Director
Annie Kunniholm uses an extremely Brechtian effect in this
play by having Williams' often suggested slide projectors
shining directly onto the actors (Andrew Zuffoletti '97
and Ken Sarzynski '99) instead of on a screen in the
background.

Concert :Ann Lof quist and Nina Tilander
T~_ "GPG at home
•Spotlight Lecture: H. Wesley Lorimer Chapel
November 10, 3 p.m.
perkilAS

Pugh Center

November 7, 11 a.m.
'
\ °
,-,
01
Shakespeare Express
r„
^

~
Page Commons
Room
, __
°
XT
November 7, 11 a.m.
•Visiting Writer: Jane Bronx '78
Robins Room
November 11, 8 p.m.
•Fall One-Acts

Cellar Theater
November 8, 8 p.m.
November 9, 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
•Concert: Matthews Brothers

Coffeehouse
November 9, 8 p.m.

•Colby Wind Ensemble

Lorirner Chapel
November 9, 8 p.m.

Echo p ho to by Jennifer Atwood

Southern Belle 's cast.
After two short plays and
two monologues, Powder
and Wig gives its audience
some time to let what they
have just seen with an intermission, while the second act
is set up.
Since each show is unique,
it would be unfair to classif y
the first act as being somehow more serious than the
second, but either way, humor certainly does have a
stronger ring to the second
act than it had in the first.
The audience is immediately made aware of that fact
as Emil y LeBlanc '99 takes
the stage as the "'What' Girl"
in the opening monologue of
the act. The lightheartedness
of this speech joyfully welcomes the audience into the
world of Christop her
Durang's "For Whom the
Southern Belle Tolls," a spoof
of Williams' "The Glass Menagerie," directed by April
Armstrong '97. The play stars
Betsy Clark '98 ("The Marriage of Bette and Boo "),
Johnson,rookie actor Andrew
Littell '98andDan Maccarone
'98 ("Six Cubed Players").
The show takes a turn towards a more serious side

. .

after "Belle," but there is still
a lighthearted air about as
Marty Milkovits '99 ("Six
Cubed Players ") takes the
stage with Bedell's "Importance of Learning," which is
an appropriate introduction
to Eugene Ionesco's "The Lesson." Directed b y Brad
Reichek '00,the cast (Andrew
Glos '97, Laura Eichelberger
'99 and LeBlanc) does a fabulous job of carrying across
Ionesco's difficult challenge
of absurdism.
After "The Lesson," the
show is closed with the last
original monologue by Bedell
entitled "Rebellion." Acted
with a strong and necessary
energy, J ill Huntsberger '99
closes the show out with a
bang.
Though on thelongerside,
the Fall One-Acts Festival
never drags because of the
amazingly diverse selection
of plays and entertaining interludes provided by Bedell,
as well as a strong cast of
veteran and new Colby actors. Tickets are available in
the Box Office in Runnals
Union today though Saturday starting at 4 p.m.Q

.

... and doWO the TOad.
•Pla y: Cloud 9
«
, . College
•-. »
Bates
_n
XT
o8-10
*
November

'Concert: Bates College Orchestra
rBales
,i
^College
_i
xNovember
u o o
.
8, 8 p.m.
r

Cinema
,Stu _ A Film; ]a±
'
T oveiov lOO
_ m
NoJrnbM- 7 9 77 np.m.
n _ & 99rp.m.
November

•Big Night

Railroad ScIUare Cinema
0ctober 8 .u afc 5.10 p m f

•American Buff alo
7:15 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Railroad Square Cinema
Weekend Matinees at 1 p.m.
November 8 -14 at 7 p.m.
and 3:05 p.m.
Weekend Matinee at 3 p.m.
*she 's the °ne
Railroad Square Cinema
November 8-14 at 5 p.m. and 8:55 p.m.
Weekend Matinee at 1 p.m.

. and you thought there was nothing to do this weekend
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American Buffalo stays
intense, lapses rarely
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

Perhaps one of the most difficult
things a director can do is translate
a popular modern drama onto the
celluloid screen. In his newest film,
"American Buffalo," director
Michael Corrente utilizes his stage
directing talents and produces a
movie which meets the challenge of
both Mamet and cinema.Along with
a brilliant cast, consisting of Dustin
Hoffman ("Tootsie," "Rain Man"),
Dennis Kranz ("NYPD Blue") and
Sean Nelson ("Fresh"), Corrente
brings home the horrors of uncertainty, indecisiveness and the disorienting transience we face in modern life. Intense and true to the original play, "American Buffalo" delivers on its promise to remain honest
to the spirit of Mamet's work.
This isn't entirely surprising,
largely because Mamet did write
the screenplay for the movie',which
he adopted from his original manuscript. But the major challenge in
Mamet is not remaining true to the
script, but rather transposing the
intense, fast paced and unrelenting
dialogue from stage to screen.
Corrente makes sure his actors do
not let up for a minute and, while
most cinema today focuses largely
on visual stimulus, "American Buffalo" makes minimal use of the set.
This film's success rests entirely
upon its acting and, on the whole,
does an excellent job.
The movie opens with Don
(Franz) talking with Bobby (Nelson)
about a card game Don played the
previous night. Don instructs Bobby
on what it means to make something of himself, to learn how to be
streetsmart and to avoid getting
tripped up. Don talks about Fletch,
a character we hear a lot about yet
never see. Fle.tch is card player who
can handle any situation. Soon after
this conversation, we meet Teach
(Hoffman), a crazed friend of Don,
who is seething about being mistreated by supposed friends in the
restaurant he often frequents.

The plot follows these three in
their hapless attempt to successfully
complete the crime of breaking and
entering. Not only do they fail, but
their failure is so complete that it
results in undeserved injury and
property damage. This largely results from Don's inability to listen
to himself over others, as well as
Bobby's lack of clarity and the
untrusting society of friends he is
keeping. "American Buffalo"traces
these very sad lives through an episode which epitomizes each
individual's shortcomings, as well
as their inability to rise above these
faults.
The quick paced dialogue is a
crucial element to enjoying this
movie. While theater depends
largely upon the human intensity
generated by the actors upon a stage,
a movie lacks such a luxury. As a
result, Franz, Hoffman and Nelson
must compensate for the lack of intimacy and give a hi gh voltage and
precise deliverance of every line.
Only occasionally did the action
slow down, and these lapses were
not long enough to break up the
flow of the film. This movie rises
above the trap of becoming a titillating talk-a-thon and instead gives a
immense amount of energy to the
screen, leaving the audience with a
great many issues to consider by the
culmination.
"American Buffalo is not a
check-your-brain-at-the-door kind
of film, nor does it make any pretense to be anything of that sort.
This is a movie which demands more
attention and reflection from the
audience than most films, but rewards those who make the effort
with its precise style and seamless
delivery. This Mamet movie is worth
seeing, even if it lacks a moving set
and an exploding speedboat.
"American Buffalo" is playing
at Railroad Square Cinema from
Friday November 8 to Saturday
November 14. It is rated R for language, stars Dustin Hoffman, Dennis Kranz and Sean Nelson, and is
directed by Michael Corrente.Q

"Big Night" - big treat

Mixed reviews of alternative
music

BY CHRISTOPHER DACUS
Staff Writer

Weezer
The cover art of the new Weezer album is a 19th
century Japanese landscape print. This is the first
indication that the new album
is a sharp departure from the
sound of their first,self titled,
album. Pinkerton is Weezer's
new album and with it they
have established themselves
as a band with some staying
power. It is doubtful, however, that "Pinkerton" willbe
able to have the success of
their premier release.
Weezer's first album was
the source of one of the most
well played music videos of
the decade, "Budd y Holly."
The first track from the new
album thathasbeen madeinto
a video is "elScorcho." While
it is a very energetic video, it
does not have the originality
and fun of "Budd y Holly." For that matter, most of
the tracks from the new album are not as richly
rhythmic as those from the first.
The first cut on the new album, "Tired of Sex,"
has the most aurally unrelenting and insistent feel.
As improbable as being tired of sex may be,Weezer
makes it almost sound reasonable. This song is reminiscent of the driving chorus'
that have made their previous hits. What is different is a
more electronic sound and a
background that sounds
strangely like a chorus of electric Kazoos turned way up.
This seems to be the theme of
Pinkerton; the same Weezer,
but the sound of a band that is
on Crystal Meth in the studio,
"el Scorcho," is the most
original song on the album
and is truly a much different
track from the others. The
song opens with a lackadaisical ebb and flow of a strangely
adjusted guitar riff. The lyrics
are oddly incoherent, unlike
most Weezer songs, "el
Scorcho" has more ups and
downs than a manic-depressive - at times h yp er
chorus, atothers, the vocal linesounds like a drunken
rant .
Weezer apparently addresses a song to an 18 year
old fan with "Across the Sea." The song is about a fan
who lives across the sea somewhere and sends Weezer
a fan letter, which the band replies to by singing, "I
have your letter, you have this song." An interesting
concept for a song, but once again it fails to match the
quality of songs from the first album, especially ones
such as, "Jonas."

Pinkerton is most notable for "el Scorcho" and
"Tired of Sex,"but fails to be an interesting album as
a whole. A better investment would be to buy the
single for "el Scorcho" and to save money for better
albums.

Grass of 96
"Grass of '96," an alternative compilation of music labeled "20 songs for the price
of a single," is one of the best
bargains around in new music. Produced by Grass
Records, the album is a sampling of two songs from ten
different bands. There are several fairly good tracks on the
album which alone make it
worth the relatively small
price.
Chimera is the best band
included on the album. This
Irish band out of Belfast has a
sound reminiscent of the
Breeders and the Cranberries.
Their songs, "Catch Me" and
" Night Song," seem to have
been selected to represent the scope of their sound.
The former is a harder, more electronic song, the
latter has a more crooning, Cranberries-esque feel.
The lead singer, Eileen Henry, has a clear, charming
timbre that is quite captivating to the ear. The two
songs are from their latest album "Earth Loop."
The most prominent band of the collection is
probably the Marshes. While
their vocals lose their originality, being overcome by
their Green Day sound, the
songs used for this CD are
effective. "Offshore" is the
best of the two tracks from
the Marshes. More fun than
the Marshes is O-Matic, an
amusing group out of Dayton, Ohio. Their song, "No
Pinky, No Leather" has the
humor of the B-52's, and a
high school sort of crassness.
Unfortunately, not all of
the bands are as talented as
the aforementioned ones.
Ditch Witch, a band out of
Missouri, is nothing but
shlocky. This group has the
charm of an onion sandwich.
maybe less. The lyrics try so hard to sound meaningful that it is hard not to laugh while listening.
Other bands such as Godplow and Half Hour to Go
also give lackluster performances. But, with an
album such as this you have to take the bad with
the good.
Pick this album up because it is a good way to
become familiar with the best of a variety of new
alternative bands,without having to spend big money
on numerous albums that probabl y only have a iew
decent songs to offer.Q

Weezer: Pinkerton

Grass of <96

screen with ease and start off on the
right foot with this movie. Minnie
BY MEG BELANGER
Driver ("Circle of Friends" and
Staff Writer
"Sleepers ") plays Secondo's girl"Big Night" is the wonderful friend Phyllis. Isabella Rossellini has
story of two brothers, Primo and a supporting role as Gabriella, the
Secondo Pilaggi, who try and open wife of another restaurateur. The
an Italian restaurant that serves ac- movie is directed b y first time direc- regurgitated scripts where only the
tual Italian food. The pair, who had tors Stanley Tucci and Campbell titles and character names change.
just arrived in New Jersey from Italy, Scott. Scott is also an actor, and has The movie gives us lovable characstruggle to establish themselves in been seen in "Singles" and "Dying ters who wecan empathize and symthe restaurant business. Americans, Young," He also has a small role as pathize with . You easily connect
with the two brothers and their
they find , are used to eating stereo- a car salesman in this movie.
One of the best things about "Bi g plight in 1950's New Jersey. This
typical Italian meals, like spaghetti
and meatballs, and don 't seem to Ni ght" is the accents. The accuracy story is not just about a restaurant
take to Chef Prime's seafood risotto. of the inflections makes you won- surviving or collapsing. It is about
The bank threatens to foreclose on der if the actors really have Italian Primo and Secondo, two very difthem if they don 't come up with accents. Primo and Secondo often ferent brothers , their conflicts , trisome money so Secondo, tho busi- speak to each other rapidly in beau- umphs, and the fact that they share
nessman of the famil y, sets up one tiful Italian and the occasional sub- all of them.
Bi g Night is a wonderfu l, hopenight tha t is destined to make or titles never detract from what is
happening
on
the
screen.
Minnie
ful
comed
y where you laugh at the
break their careers and their famil y
Driver, who is an English actress, characters and their mishaps and
ties.
The acting in the movie is heart- loses her English accent in the film then five minutes Inter "ooh" and
warming and realistic. Stanley Tucci, and appears to have no problem "ahh" oversomethinglhey'vedone.
who plays Richard Cross on TV's speaking likenn American. You can This is a story about loyalty, both to
"Murder One," stars as Secondo, safely assume there will be no com- famil y and to goals. The setting is
Tony Shalhoub, Antonio from TV's parisons to Kevin Costnor 's "Robin fun because everyone is dressed in
50' s garb and d r i v i n g shiny
"Wings," p lays the older brother , Hood."
The plot of this movie is original Cadillacs. The music of tho film is
Primo. Both of them make the transition from television to the bi g and refreshing in today 's world of all Italian , featuring songs by the

jazz singer Louis Prima (who was
the voice of King Louis in Disney's
animated version of "The Jung le
Book").
One warning to future moviegoers:Don'teata lotbeforehand. You'd
be surprised at how hungry you
might be after seeing this movie. It's
filled with gourmet Italian cuisine

>ay
•Ion . Dec. 16
Pucs. Dec. 17
Vcd. Dec. 18

that makes your mouth wa ter. When
you ca tch this movie, and you definitel y should, bring some money
for the Third Rail Cafe, or at least be
prepared for dinner afterwards,
You're going to need it.
"Big Night" is playing at Rail
road Square from November
through November 14.Q

Final Exam Schedule

Time Exam #
9:00
1
12:30 2
3:30
3
9:00
4
12:30 6
3:30
7
9:00
8
12:30 9
3:30
10

i<iHMH ___n_fl_WHHn _na ^

Day
Thur. Dec. 19
Fri . Dec . 20
Sat. Dec . 21

Time Exam //
9:00
11
12: 30 12
3:30
13
9:00
14
12:30
15
3:30
16
9:00
Make-up
exams

Colby improv taH©s the stage
BY DAN MAGGARONE
A&E Editor

Halloween night brought cheap
food and lots of laughs to the Spa,as
Colby Improv took the stage, all
dressed up and ready to perform.
Some highlights of the troupe's
costumes included Welling
LaGrone's '97 "Duct Tape Man," a
suit made entirely of the adhesive.

the four improvisers were "Death
Metal;" "Rocksteady," "Soft Porn"
and "Elevator Music." The four actors/ conducted by Shelley Wollert
'98, proceeded to sing about the
oddly iittmg subject oi pumpkins.
This was, by far, one of the most
entertaining and hilarious improvs
of the night as the music moved
from LaGrone's "Soft Porn" ditty
about those large orange gourds to
Zoe Kaplan '97's "Death Metal."

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

Colby's own improvisational superhereos
enthusiastically entertained in the Spa on Halloween.
His partner in heroism,senior Steve
Kidd's "StaticClingMan,"had socks
stuck all over his body. Not everyone came as their favorite superhero, however. Erik Dreisbach '98
made a rather frightening woman
as the "Scariest Date Ever" and
sophomore Rachel Simon's costume
was a simple bji.t detailed ,imprestsion of a .tomato.
After each member of the group
had had a chance to showcase their
costume, they immediately moved
into performing with more energy
than a dog on crack. Their first
improv was A Cappello, which involves four actors who get suggestions of music styles from the audience and then a subject to sing about.
The actors the sings in their own
style when the conductor points to
them. The styles that were given to

Another hilarious skit of the
group was "Jacket Interview,"
where a large jacket with many
pockets was produced and then
stuffed with items donated by the
audience. The interview worked like
a talk show, with Steve Papagiotas
'97 playing the host and Kyle Potter
'99-as . the guest: The hitch in thii
game,though, was that Kaplan was
behind Potter,covered by the jacket,
using her arms in place of his.As the
interview was conducted, the subject being that Potter was a "suicide
bomber," K ap lan would pull random obje cts out of the jacket and
Potter had to justif y that which was
pulled out . One of the most ingenious comments by Potter occurred
when Kaplan pulled a rainbow "Celebrate Diversity"pin out of the coat,
and he said "I celebrate diversity by

suicide bombing those of all races:
white, black... you name it, I bomb
it." 7Aiter several more skits, the
group broke for intermission, but
invited all audience members to
come up to the stage to bob for
apples. Though not many people
actually participated in the event,
those who did all came out of the
barrel delighted, wet and with a
juicy red apple.
After intermission, the group
did seven more skits, one of which
was "Fishbowl," where the audience is invited to write anything
that comes to their minds on small
slips of paper that Kidd distributed
and then collected into a hat. Then
he and LaGrone performed a skit
where they were supposed to be
astronauts. The scene, however,
soon became too raunchy for even
them to justify because some of the
comments audience members
wrote on the papers were rather
offensive and spoiled the good fun
of the evening.
Improv was not to be stopped.
The group continued to perform
games such as "Multiple Endowments," and "Telephone Mime,"
until finally they came to their usual
closingimprov, "Cliche,"whereone
actor, in this case Potter, leaves the
room while the rest of the troupe
gets a well known cliche from the
audience (in this case, "don't cry
over spilled milk). Then Potter reentered the room, and stood center
stage as members of the group approached him asking him questions
that pertained to the cliche, so that
he could guess what it was. All the
time,though,he had'to stay in character as a clerk in the Treasure Chest,
an adult store' with locations in
downtown Watervilleand Portland .
Overall, the evening was a success for Colby Improv, and all those
who attended surely enjoyed the
free candy that the group whipped
out at the audience as well as the
amazing timing and imagination of
each member of the group. Following the performance was a costume
contest for those who attended the
event in costume.Q

Midnight Madness maddening
BY DEAN HENRY
Staff Writer

Complete with tinfoil covering
the windows, leaves adorning the
entrance hallwa y and old clothes
hanging from clothes lines draped
from the ceilings, the Coffeehouse
was completely transformed for
Midnig ht Madness last Saturday.
Hosted by Eric Dreisbach '98 and
And y Zuf f oletti '97, Midnight Madness was supposed to provide a festive atmosphere in which Colby students could display any of their talents.
H owever,a nice atmospher e was
°ne of the only re deeming aspec ts
°f the entire event. Presentations
ringed from original Mad-Libs and
Poetry, to comedy and ketchup
Paintings.
Anthony Do t olo '99 painted a
P ict ure upon whit e mura l paper
using a ketchup and mustard combination , and then proceeded to rec'le an original Haiku poem which
r olated to the image. His perform ance received many laughs, however primaril y f rom a selec t gr oup
°f People which seemed to underhand the inside joke behind the pre-

sentation. This and other presentations lacked serious talent,and most
of the audience had no comprehension of the comical theme.
Josh Scharback '98, who works
for Security, performed several
scenes from Shakespeare plays
while trying to maintain communi-

The final act of
the night was
the concoction
of a truly
disgusting
drink , made
with herring,
Tide , Clamato
and mustard.
cation with other security members
via his two-way radio. His acting
skills were very impressive,yet hampered by constant pauses and a brief
exit from the stage during his performance.
Other highlig ht s of th e evening

included original poetry recitations
by sophomores Nicole Bedell and
Dennis D'Angelo .
The final act of the night was
supposed to be the concoction of a
truly disgusting drink made with
ingredients such as a herring, Tide,
Clamatto juice and mustard by
Dreisbach and Zuffoletti, but this
idea turned sour as members of the
Woodsman team, who were partying in the Mary Low Lounge next
door, crashed the event after being
asked, jokingly, to try the drink.
They basically insisted on drinking
it until they were told that it did,
indeed,have Tide in it,which would
have killed them. Even that disclosure didn't quite stop many of them.
Finally, members of the team,
along with members from the Unity
College team, sang a drunken rendition of the Doobie Brothers' "Black
Wat er ,"ending the evening on what
otherwise could have been a more
concrete and entertaining note.
While the theme of this night
was "Midni ght Madness," the lack
of organization and seriousness
(w hen it was required), along with
several unfortunate incidents, resulted in a rather disappointing

Ellis Paul rocks
Coffeehouse - again
their, life. They are trying to deterBY DEAN HENRY
mine their future, which path they
Staff Writer
should travel down," said Paul
when asked about a common theme
Last week he won Boston's folk behind his lyrics.
artist award, and this week he
"All My Heroes Were Junkies"
packed the Coffehouse to stand- was a song that Paul wrote telling
ing-room-only capacity. Ellis Paul, the story of a friend who was both a
another smashing success for the drug addict and dealer while he ran
Coffeehouse, was last week's fea- the sound system at a well known
Boston night
tured musician
'
at the Coffeeclub called "The
house.
Rat." The charHe didn 't
acter of this song
"I
started
playing
give the typiwatched many
musicians
and
cally length y
and I never looked
many . of his
"hi,how are you
back"
friends die from
doing" introduction. Paul
drug abuse.
- Ellis Paul
simply started
Halfway
through the
playing, and let
his music anshow,
Paul
swer all the
broke a string at
questions. His powerful chords in
the
UlC C11U
end VI
of C7Z-.C
one
combination with complicated of his songs. As opposed to stopmusical riffs provided music that ping everything while he repaired
it, he recited original poetry while
excited and energized the crowd.
Songs with titles ranging from making his repairs. It was extremely
"Autobiograp hy of a Pistol" to evident from his performance that
"Paris In a Day" told stories with Paul was not only a great musician,
adventure, social criticism and but also an accomplished writer.
themes of personal growth. "I
When asked what motivates him
started playing guitar in college. I to write new musicPaul said,"Other
was a track athlete,and nearly all of song writers, movies, books, meetmy free time was spent involved ing other people —many different
with track, but I was injured aind things get me in the creative mood."
had to sit out for a year. I had played Entertaining stories of both travels
the trumpet in high school and I through Europe and interaction
really missed music; this pause in with unique people provided entermy athletics allowed me to start taining background to each song.
with the guitar . I started playing,
Overall, Paul delivered a great
and I never looked back," ^Paid told performance. Future events at the
the crowd.
Coffeehouse include: Michael
During the performance, Paul Gulezian on November 13 and
said that most of his songs are about Pequod Reading November 20.Q
people he knows. "They tell stories
of characters at the crossroads of

Tony Hoagland
wows crowd
BY DAVID FENTON
Staff Writer

Last Wednesday evening, Visiting Assistant Professor of English
Tony Hoagland presented his poetry to a packed Robinson Room in
Miller Library. The rain didn't stop
the masses from attending — before the presentation began it was
clear that even standing room
would be unavailable.
Ho ag land's readings included
selections from his newest book,
"D onkey Gospel." The vast majority of poems he presented fell into
his self-described category of "revenge p oems," as they all seemed
to be taking a shot at somebody or
something. These poems included
subject matter relating to his family,
the "poetic elite,"a response to D.H.
Lawrence nay-sayers and several
other subjects. Hoagland's dry sense
of humor an d s tra ig htforward approach and his light-hearted commentary between poems evoked
accolades from many in attendance.
The directness of his poetry held a
particularly potent power by making the listeners laugh and in the
same breath causing them to twinge
uncomfortably as he so effectively
drove his point home.
The sense that this was a special
evening radiated not onl y from
H oag land' s po et ry but from the

Echo photo by Kate Dunlop

Poet Tony Hoagland read
his poems to Colby students.
writer himself as he played off the
energy of the audience. At one point
in the reading, Hoag land commented on the silence that inevitabl y f ollows a poem, sugges ti ng an
appropriate response would be to
call out "Ouch!" This response happen ed to f eel r ight on the money in
a number of the poems. The incredible energy that was created among
poe t,poetry and listener can only be
created by an individual who loves
what he does as much as Hoagland,
who explained it best when he said,
"I feel lucky to be a poet. I can't
imagine anything better than
that. "Q

FOOTBALL continued front page 20
for sure."
The refs were kept busy in this
contest, tossing flags from their
pockets as if theywere on fire. Tufts
waspenalizedlOtimesforlOOyards,
while the Mules were flagged nine
time for 88yards.
"Penalties were a concern for
both teams,"said Austin. "Holding
stopped five drives so obviously
we haveto addressthat thisweek."
While the refs had a hard time
hanging onto their flags,eachteam
had a difficult time hanging on to
the football. Colby turned the ball
over three times on two interceptions and a fumble, while Tufts
returned the favor and then some
withfivegiveaways,including two
interceptions and three fumbles.
"Weweren't all that consistent.
but we wereable to takeadvantage
of some of their turnovers," said
tri-captainTom Beedy '97who had
three tackles from his safety position. "It was kind of sloppy both
ways."
"Defensivel y,we still gave up a
big play here or there, but we had
some key turnovers," said A_tstin.
A majority of the turnovers
were caused by Colby cornerback
Marc Sinclair '97 who ended the

afternoon with two forced fumbles,
an interception and four tackles.
James Scribner '99, who lead the
team with 10 tackles and added, a
fumble recovery, continued his impressive play at middle linebacker.
Safety GlennForger '97finished with
nine tackles and a fumble recovery.
Several Mules put up impressive
offensive numbers as well. Curry
gained 144 yards on 27 carries and a
touchdown,whilefullbackDon Gage
'99 wasn't far behind with 98 yards
on 15 attempts and a touchdown.
Gage scored on a 21 yard run with
4:08 left in the second quarter to give
Colby a 7-6 lead.
Quarterback P.J. Matson '97
spread the ball to seven different
receivers in compiling 261 yards on
24 for 42 passing. Jerrod Deshaw '97
was once again Matson's favorite
target as he tallied eight receptions
for 108 yards and a touchdown.
Deshaw scored on a 20 yard pass
with 31 seconds left in the half to
give Colby a 14-6 advantage at halftime. Tony Callander '99 hauled in
sixballs for 80yards and Gage caught
four passes for 23 yards.
"I was pleased we won," said
Austin, "but I wish we could have
shown more consistency."Q

the first whistle as Mark
Meleander '99 netted a hat trick
while Nizar Al-Bassam '97 scored
twice, leading the Mules to a convincing 8-1 shellacking.
"They lost a lot of people from
last year,"said Noblet. "They used
to be better. After losing to Bates
ll-O] it was nice to score eight goals

the next game."
As for the present, the Mules
must turn their focus to Saturday's
matchup against Bridgewater State
if they want to keep their
postseason hopes alive.
"I think we're going into it with
nothing to lose,"said Dowling. "If s
not as meaninglessas it couldbe."Q

SOCCER, continued frompage 19

—

—

RUGBY, continued frompage 18

'97, who has been playing ex- been greatand we'vebeen doinga lot
tremely well lately, according to of psyching each other up."
"We also have some of the most
Thach.
strides
amazing
athletes," said Ross. "Most
Colby has made huge
this year, both on the field and off. are people whoused to play a varsity
Much of the success is due to the sport at Colby or in high school and
preparation and the dedication of decided to focus on rugby right now.
It has been a real learning expethe club members.
"We owe a lot of our success to rience for me. (Rugby) is a combithe rookies,"said Ross. "We didn't nation of sports that I grew up with.
need to spend a lot of time teach- It is a sport that combines elements
ing them the basic things and they of football , soccer, and track."
This weekend , the women's
have played great."
"Wefinally got all the rules off the rugby team will try to combine
internet and sat down and figured those elements and win the New
outallthetechnicalstuff,"saidThach. England Championship ri ght here
"The motivation level this year has on Mayflower Hill.Q

Volleyball overwhelnis opponents
en route to Maine Slate title
. .BY JOEL GROSSBARD
"

- -Staff Writer

On Saturday, November 2, the
Colby women's volleyball team
showed why they are not just the
best squad in the state of Maine,but
head and shoulders above the rest.
The Mules went 3-0 in the State of
Maine Intercollegiate Volleyball
Championship, held at Bates College, to earn the state title.
The Mules defeated some stiff
competition during their impressive
run to the title. In the quarterfinals,
they defeated UMaine-Machias, by
a match score of 3-0. Colby then got

past a pesky Bates squad by a match
scoreof 3-1.In thefinals,they clashed
with the Universityof NewEngland.
After taking the first game, 1510,Colby had to squeeze out a 19-17
thriller in the second game, giving
the Mules a 2-0 lead. Colby then
proceeded to dominate the third
game, 15-6, giving them the titlein
an effort that was highlighted by
some outstanding individual performances by a number of Colby
players that were crucial elements
in the Mules' success.
Leading the Mules were Anna
Thompson '97 and Jackie Bates '98,
both of whom were named to the

all-tournament first team. Thompson had 37 kills, 41 digs and 4 aces
over three matches,while Bates tallied 32 kills and 33 digs overall.
Other notable performances included the play of CarolineKetcham
'97J, who had 24 kills and 34 digs.
Julie Lynch '97 contributed three
blocks and nine kills alone in the
championship match versus UNE.
Setter Melissa Fiebelkorn '00 collected 89 assists in the tournament,
while Randi Martin '99 collected
nine blocks and 13 kills.
This weekend Colby will travel
to Hamilton College to compete in
the NESCAC Championships.Q

best times and were competitive in
a field of mostly varsity teams.
"Five of our runners had personal best times for the season, and
four runners had their best times
ever," said Aitken.
First-year runner Kate Scott was
the second highest finisher for
Colby. She was 53rd out of a field of
201 runners with a time of 20:21.
Laura Gagne '00 was only 5 seconds
behind Scott in 57th place. Both runners had their fastest finishes ever.
Jessie Mullen '00 was the fourth
best team runner with a time of
21:06. Meghan Rourke '99 had a
career best time of 21:29. "Meghan
had a really great race,"said Aitken.
Cindy Pomerleau '97 came in
105th with her besty time of the seas6h _ ftfedora Lytic 00 also finished
strong in 120th place. "Medora had
a great finish," said Aitken. "She
passed a number of runners right at
the end."
For theJV team,the ECAC'swere
the finalmeetbf the season. Kennedy
will be an alternate for this
weekend's meet.
"It was a great way for them to
finish out their season," said Aitken.
"I was pleased that they came out in

the top third with so many varsity
teams comjpeting."
TheMules'top sevenrunnerswill
set their sights on qualif ying for nationals at Saturday's New England
Championships.The top four teams
will advance to the nationals,as will
the top six individual runners outside of those four teams. The course
at Westfield State is flat, fast and
mostly wooded,according to Aitken.
"The course narrows at about
the mile mark," said Aitken. "Our
strategy will be to go out fast and
get in position."
Williams is the top-ranked team
and should finish first, but could
receive a challenge from
Middlebury which is ranked second. Two weeks ago, Colby edged
out Bowdoin and Tufts for a third
place finish at the NESCAC Championships,but they were only a point
ahead of the Polar Bears. Tufts was
merely two points behind Bowdoin
in fifth place.
Qualif ying for nationals has been
a team goal all season, according to
Aitken.
"They are all ready to run very
fast,"said Aitken. "They know what
is at stake."Q

Women's x-country strong at ECAC's
BY LARRY BENESH
Staff Writer

Enroutetoherfastestperformance
ever at last Saturday's ECAC Championships,somethingrather unusual
happened to women's cross country
runner ChristineKennedy '98.
Her shoe fell off and got stuck in
the mud.
"Most people,if they lose a shoe,
they panic," said Head Coach Deb
Aitken. "It didn't deter her abit.She
just kept running."
Kennedy's 24th place finish was
the team's best and was nearly a
minute faster than her previous time
at Franklin Park earlier this season.
Initially, when she lost her shoe, she
was confused about \yhat to do, but
decided she would continue,according to Kennedy. "It was okay since
the course was mostly grass," she
said.
Despite the mud, the Mules
found success on the fast course.
They finished ninth overall out of 27
teams. Colby 's top seven runners
rested in preparation for this
Saturday's New England Championships at Westfiel d State, but the
junior varsity team had some of their

Woodsmen work well in Canada
BY PAT MCBRIDE

ished in third in the log deck.
For t he m en 's team, Matt
Kuchar '97 t ook f irst place in the
The Colby Woo d smen's t eam men's pole climb. The victory is
traveled across the grea t divide in tp Kuchar's second North Ameri-; .
Canada October 19 for the Univer- can title in this event, his first
sity pf New Brunswick (UNB) meet coming at t he Spr ing Meet '95 at
in Fredr icton , New Brunswick, Dartmouth College.
Colby sent three teams into compeUNB added an interesting
tition against fourteen other schools new event this year at the end of <
an d returne d wit h some impressive the meet: a U.S. verses Canada
results.
competition relay. This relay comThe Colb y women 's t eam , bined chopping, sawing and pole
cap t ai ned by Meghan Fallon '98, climbing events. Both na tional
won three individual awards, led t eams were created f rom t he best
by Mon i ca Tit era '99. Titera claimed that the schools had to offer. The
.
first place in th e women 's ch ai nsa w A mer ican team fea tured Colby
disc stack, while Julto MacDonald woodsmen Kuchar and Adam •
'98 finished secprtd hyt]\e fire build. P&irsail '98, who competed in the
an d Alamta .Mfngay '0Q. fj .h- stand ing chop block.Q
E^llon
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softball team this season tolead the
Mules on the ice. Several hockey
playerswerenot pleased that they
did not contributeto the final decision, and anticipate some potential
problemswith Colby's new coaching guidelines. Due to a new rule
preventingcoaches of wintersports
teams from holding other coaching
positions,there is controversyover
whether Holsten will be granted an
exception.
. DickWhitmore,directdr of Athletics, said that the department "reviewed our options and we named
Jen Holsten as the head coach." He
said that there was no time for a
searchforanewcoach,"it waspretty
much decision time," said
Whitmore.Accordingto Whitmore,
Holsten has servedas "the assistant
coach here [in 1991 under
Halldorson] and was a head coach
at Northfield-Mount Hermon."
TheAthleticDepartmentfalls under the jurisdiction of Dean of the
Faculty Bob McArthur. McArthur,
who was ultimately responsible for
hiring Holsten as the new coach,
said "we had to make a fairly rapid
decision about a coach for this year
on an interim basis. We chose Jen
Holsten. In the spring, after the season is over,we will do a review and
make the decision about the next
steps. This is, by the way, what we
did in men's hockey last year. Scott
Borek resigned... in September and
we...madeJimTortorelkmeinterim
coach for the 1995-96 and wedid the
reviewin the spring aind made Jim
the permanent coach."
., McArthursaid the decision processinvolved "(Dick Whitmore]and
L and members of his staff,,,...
kick[ingj around some ;different
names.Thebest situation is to have
someone that is full-time, so that
recruiting... can keep going. Jenhas
been an assistant ice hockey coach,
has played ice hockey and she was
willingtostepin,even though there
was an overlap with the soccer season/' It was for this reason that
Assistant Coach David Horn was
not offered the position.
In a telephone interview from
the University of Minnesota,
Halldorson said "I would hope that
there is not going to be any contro-

versy [regarding Holsten'smoveto

Head Coach]/ ... I think I left the
program in good shape with a lot of
talent,the mostwe'vehad certainly
sinceI've beenthere,great [student]
leadership. I hired an assistant
[David Horn] who will continue to
betheassistantwhoisaveiylatowledgeablehockeyperson,andIdori't
think that they will miss a beat.
They have a good season ahead of
them and I am sorry I cannot be a
part of it."
Despite the complications facing the team as they adjust to the
new coach at the beginning of the
season, the Mules report that they
are ready to hit the ice with a positive outlook.
'Theteamis strong enough that
despitelastminufestaffing changes
we still expect that the season will
be a success," said an optimistic tricaptain Stacey Joslin '97.
Halldorson is reportedlyhappy
with her decision to leave Colby.
She said she was content to be back
with her family and friends in her
native state.
"I know that the timing was not
ideal but, like I told my players, if
this were any other eastern team,or
one of our opponents in the ECAC,
I wouldn't have left when I did. In
fact I probably would not have left
at all. But this is a very different
scenario and a real special opportunity," said Halldorson:
Forher part,Halldorson is looking at a bright future in Minnesota.
Her .job-this winter will include
fundraising for the new. team, recruiting players and pfenning her
future team's new rink. The University, of. Minnesota , announced
their women's ice hockey program
last spring and it is slated to begin
next winter. The state of Minnesota
has donated $7 million towards the
rink and Coca-Cola has "already
committed over $1 million to the
project. ... Eventually there will be
18scholarships to bephasedin over
the next four years," said
Halldorson.
Coach Holsten and returning
Assistant Coach David Horn will
lead women's hockey in the f irst
game of the season against Cornell
University November 16.Q
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Compiling lists of great importance
BY GALEN CARR
Sports Editor

In lieu of the NBA's recent release of a list declaring its 50 greatest players of all time, part of the
league's celebration of its 50th anniversary, I figured that it might be
nice to compile a few lists of my
own containing subject matter that
both you and I might be a little more
familiar with. Because, though we
know the likes of Jordan, Bird and
Johnson, three of the greatest alltime NBA greats who graced the
league's best-of-the-best list, most
of us are rendered clueless as to
who DeBusscherre (Dave), Greer
(Hal) and Schayes (Dolph) were,
and frankly, most of us could probably care less.
Thus I begin our journey into the
land of my own lists, some about
which you may care, some about
which you may not,but all of which
I hope entertain you. I begin with
the five greatest Colby sports teams
to have played upon Mayflower Hill
over the last four years, in no particular order (the NBA's list was
released alphabetically):
• The 1993 men's soccer team.
Led by AU-American Pat Skulley
'93 and a handful of All-New England players, the Mules captured
the ECAC Championship with a
victory over Connecticut College,
capping a superb season and one of
the last titles claimed by Colby in
recent memory.
• The 1993-94 men's basketball
team. Eligible to qualif y for the
NCAA tournament for the first time
in school history, the defending
ECAC champions qualified for the
NCAA's, then fell in the first round
of the national tournament at home
to Amherst.
• The 1994 football team. Losing their first game of the season to
Trinity on a last-second field goal,
the Mules proceeded to pound each
of their successive opponents into
oblivion, reeling off seven straight
victories en route to a 7-1 overall
record and a spot in their own,
imaginary playoffs.
• The 1995-96 men's hockey
team. After one of the best regular
season performances in school history, including a thrilling home win
over Bowdoin, the Mules qualified
for the NCAA tournament, falling
in the quarterfinals to eventual twotime
national
champion
Middlebury.
• The 1995women'ssoccer team.
A superb squad all around, the
Mules cruised through the regular
season all the way to the ECAC
tournament's championship game
where they fell to Plymouth State
College.
The five greatest-of-all-time
Colby tea ms over th e past four years
awake fond memories of our athletic glory days, days when our fall
teams actually intimidated their
opponents; a far cry from the ineptitude displayed by pract ically all of
our teams t hi s dismal fall, with t he
exception of a few: men's soccer,
women's soccer, women's crosscountry and crew. But let us not all
slip into a deep depression just because most of our fall teams aren 't
good enough t o bea t t he
Messalonskee JV's, for as soon as
this season comes to a close, we

have our annually successful winter squads to lookforward to watching. Here's a list of the top five teams
to watch this winter:
• The men's ice hockey team.
Determined to dethrone two-time
national champion Middlebury,the
Mules stand as Colby's best chance
to secure this school's first national
title. No longer the biggest game of
the year, the Colby-Bowdoin contests this winter will linger in the
shadows of the national championship games.
• The women's ice hockey team.
Colby's most prominent Division I
sport, the Mules will attempt to
make some noise in their monster
division,led by two exciting Olympic hopefuls, Barb Gordon '97 and
Meaghan Sittler '98.
• The men's basketball team.
Having qualified for at least the
ECAC tournament for as long as
most people can remember, the
Mules will look to regain command
over Division III teams from the
Northeast and surprise some people
come tournament time.
• The alpine ski team. Representing Colby's other Division I
sport, the Mules consistently have
the ability to prove themselves one
of the best in the Northeast,and this
winter should be no exception.
• The women's indoor track and
field team. I think it goes without
saying that even with a moderately
adequate supporting cast, any team
that Kara Patterson '97 runs for has
the opportunity to establish themselves as one of the best teams in
New England.
So, now that I've exhausted my
ideas for our upcoming winter
sports,I figure it's time to name the
five worst NESCAC mascots. Long
the objects of ridicule and laughter,
these mascots are a good example of
NESCAC's continuing inability to
incorporate any common sense
when deciding on important athletic issues. Remember, opinions
expressed are not necessarily those
of the Echo and in no way reflect any
prejudice against opposing
NESCAC institutions.
• Easily the worst of them all,
mainly because of their school colors, the Hamilton Continentals
make people laugh wherever they
go, and not just because of their
name. Besides their dumb uniforms,
Hamilton usually sucks in just about
everything. Besides,how intimidating is a Continental? The only context that "Continental" belongs in is
breakfast.
• The Bowdoin Polar Bears. Boy,
aren't these guys smart. Somebody
ought to let those dopes in
Brunsw ick know t h a t we're in
Maine, not Antarctica.
• The Williams Ephs. Look, having your mascot as something that
d oesn't even exist (a purple cow?)
doesn 't win points f or originality
with me.They may think thatthey're
the second-highest-rated liberal arts
school in the nation (well, I guess
they are...), but inventing new animals isj ustabout the stupidest thing
that I've ever heard of.
• The Tufts Jum bos. Hey, we all
know if s a circus down there in
Med ford ,but they didn't have to tell
everyone.
• The Bates Bobcats. OK,so you
don't really find anyth ing particu-

larly funny about the Bobcats. That's
all right. It's not against the law for
Bates have something to be proud of.
Speaking of being proud of
things, at Colby, our social scene
has given us little to be proud of
since we elected Chris Sullivan '97!
as the school's social chair. Since
Sullivan has done about as much
for us as a six-pack of O'Doul's, I
decided that I would take the initiative and relive Colby's storied past
as a campus that knows, its beer.
Despite the recent beer reviews on
good, expensive beers by Erin
Duggan '97 and Jen Atwood '97, 1
find it necessary to remind you all
that the heart of Colby lies in its five
favorite beers over the last four
years:
• Natural Light. Currently the
front-a?unner in the most-popularbeer-on-campus race,Natural Light
(also known as Natty Light) has
held Mayflower Hill in its hands
throughout most of the past four
years. Available in kegs or the convenient suitcase, and always at a
reasonable price,Natty Light pleases '
with its smooth drinkability and its
impeccable standing as the best beer
for those that might indulge in the
occasional game of Beer Die.
• Piels. Formerly the first choice
of beer among Colby's gridiron
warriors,Piels had theuncanny ability to wreak havoc and make various,unknown people start crying, a
capacity whose source has never
been discovered. During its time
under the limelight," Piels pleased
like no other, whether you were
drinking with linebackers or people
that you thought should be linebackers,-and will be fondly remembered for years to come on Mayflower Hill.
• Busch and Busch Light. Yet
another beer that experienced its
glory days during the high times of
Joka's free delivery to campus three
years ago, Busch and Busch Light
bottles were, week after week, the
best deal your wallet had ever seen.
Besides the fact that both beers basically couldn't taste any worse,Busch
and Busch Light pleased in the fact
that you still had a little money left
over to order WHOP after you
bought a case.
• Milwaukee's Best Light. Otherwise known as "The Beast," or
"Beast Light," Milwaukee's Best
Light would be better named
"Milwaukee's Worst Light." Not to
be confused with Old Milwaukee, a
different beer that tastes like it was
made in Old Milwaukee, (w herever
that is), Milwaukee's Best Light
tastes suspiciously like the excrement that it so closely resembles.
Yet for some reason, "Beast Light "
continues its tradition as one of the
more well-known beers on campus.
• Schlitz Ice. Just from the name
of this beer, you know that its origina l na mesake, Schlitz is so bad that
whoever brews the stuf f ha d toboost
their marketing scheme by entering
into the world of "ice" beers. Maybe
that' s why we like it. Or maybe we
like it because its alcohol content is
higher. Hmm.
Regardless of the real reason why
we like Schlitz Ice, I think it is fairl y
evident that making lists is fun and
that organizations like the NBA
should def ini tely do it more of ten.Q

Pacy Levine: a friend we will miss
BY PAT MCBRIDE

parents were born. They were at
Asst. Sports Editor
Colby when John Winkin ruled the
fieldhouse and Colb y played
My first contact with Pacy Levine UMaine in football (and sometimes
'27 (or the first that I can remember) even won).
What I do know about Pacy
came back in 1989,when I ventured
clothLevine
is his undying lovef or Colby
unassumingly into Levine's
ing store in search of a fall jacket. I athletics. His ever-present spirit at
remember seeing Colby banners the football games is the thing leghanging in the store and being ends are made of. At the memorial
greeted by an elderly gentleman service on Sunday morning, Coach
who ultimately sold me a jacket that Whitmore spoke of the need for a
still hangs in my closet back home.
He was very outgoing and friend ly
and extremely helpful to me and
my mother as we made our purchase. "What a nice man," I remember thinking to myself as I left the
store. Little did I know.
This past Thursday, the Colby
community lost a dear friend , 93year old Pacy Levine, a graduate of
Colby College's Class of 1927. I
haven't been around Mayflower
Hill long enough nor knew him
well enough to fully understand
what Pacy Levine reall y meant to
Colby. Dean Smith knows. President Cotter knows. Coach
Whitmore knows.
Pacy Levine, along with his Pacy bodyguard during football
brother Ludy '21, have been main- games, as Pacy would stomp up
stays on the sidelines of Colby and down the sidelines, rooting for
sporting events for as long as any- the Mules. Students would be asone could ever fathom. They repre- signed to guard Pacy against errant
sent a key to the past, when Colby tosses and players diving out of
was a differen t place, in a different bounds. But maybe it was, as Presilocation. The relationship they've dent Cotter pointed out, more likely
had with Colb y is unique for a a defense against Pacy running on
school like ours. They were at Colby the field to get a better view. Even in
before Mayflower Hill, before our his later years, Pacy could be heard

in the football pressbox cheering on
the team. Nothing, not even poor
health, could keep him from finding a Colby game to watch. The last
Colby sporting event Pacy witnessed was the great comeback
against Bates two weeks ago by the
football team. What a brilliant cap
to his Colby experience.
Pacy's contributions to the Colby
community went far beyond the
cheering he did at sporting events.
Pacy and Ludy reached out their
arms to Colby students at their store
at the base of the Concourse. It was
never a problem if a student needed
a suit in a pinch and couldn't afford
it. A Colby ID was all the credit
anyone ever needed. Over the years,
thousands of students benefited
from their discounts and compassion at the store.
Pacy Levine exemplified the
Colby spirit. He was an outgoing
individual who wanted nothing
more than for Colby students to
succeed on the playing fields.
Whether it was cheering a great play
or questioning a bad one, he simply
wanted Colby to win. He, along with
Ludy,were Colby's number one fans
for over 50 years.
With the winter sports season
on the horizon and the spring season looming in the distance, there
would be no more fitting tribute to
Pacy than to dedicate the remainder
of the athletic season to our biggest
fan. Pacy has been Colby's Gipper
since he enrolled in 1923. Let's win
one for the Gipper.Q

Women's rugby set to host N.E.
Division III Championships

Echo photo by Mary Schwalm
The Colby women's rugby team crushed St. Michael' s. This
victory clinched a spot f o r the women in the playoffs.

BY PAT MCBRIDE
Asst. Sports Editor

Traveling to matches in your
own vehicle and sleeping in dorm
lounges the nights before matches
may not be the ideal arrangement
any sports team at Colby, but the
women's rugby team doesn't really
mind as long as they have the chance
to play.
This season, the women's rugby
team finished the regular season
with a 4-1-1 record and will host the
New England Division III Rugby
Champ ionships this weekend.
Wesleyan ,Northeastern,Colby, and
Keene Stale will participate in this
sing le elimination tournament.
Colby will play second seed Northeastern Saturday at 11 a.m. on
Runnals Hill while top-seeded
Wesleyan will face fourth seed
Keene State in the Swampat 11 a.m.

Thechampionship game will be held
at 2 p.m. on Runnals Hill. The tournament will bring to a close an impressive fall campaign for the Colby
squad.
Colby opened their season with
a 6-0 victory over the University of
Maine at Farmington, then lost to
Saint Michael's College 25-5 and tied
Keene State College 5-5. Over their
last three games, Colby picked up
their level of play and swept UMF,
Keene State, and Saint Michael's to
win their division and a spot in the
NERFU Championships this weekend. After losing to Saint Michael's
in the second week of play, Colby
rebounded and trounced them 20-0
in the final regular season game to
secure a first-place finish.
Because of their non-varsity club
status, women's rugby is forced to
share a coach with the men's team,
Bob Wegg ler, who previously

coached prep school football at
Northfield Mount Hermon (Mass.),
serves as their coach, albeit on a
part-time basis.
"Noone can (coachboth teams),"
said Match Secretary Mary Thach
'98. "It's unfair to him and to the
teams to expect him to coach over 90
players."
"We only had a coach twice a
week, so it was a challenge," said
co-captain Hillary Ross '97. "Because we are not supervised all the
time, we are more motivated and
more energetic. Rugby is what you
put into it."
"The captains are responsible for
developing the drills on the days
that (Coach Weggler) is not around,"
said Thach.
In addition to not having a coach
all the time, Colby is often without
transportation to their away
matches.
"We have last priority for the
vans," said Ross. "We only get the
vans if they are available, otherwise
we are forced to drive our own vehicles.It really doesn't help the team
aspect when we have to travel this
way."
Despite their hardships, the team
has enjoyed much success. This success comes as a small surprise, considering the number of newcomers
to the squad.
"We have so many freshman that
oursuccess is surprising,"said Ross.
"Andrea Barbalurtga '97 and Julie
Alosi '98 are our top two newcomers this year and have played so
well."
Others who have made significant contributions are Michelle
Medeiros '99,who along with Alosi
is one of the top two scorers, Becca
Durh a m '97, and Mamie Eckleman
see RUGBY on. page 16
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Echo p hoto by Tanya Semels

Anna Thomson '97 and
Jackie Bate s 498

Two of the top players on the women's volleyball team, Thompson
and Bates, contributed outstanding performances this past weekend at
the State of Maine Intercollegiate Volleyball Championship at Bates.
Colby won the title of the best Division III team in the state. The Mules
dominated the matches, winning nine out of 10 games en route to three
consecutive match victories. In the victorious effort , Thompson tallied
37 kills, 41 digs and four aces while Bates added 32 kills and 33digs,and
the two were named to the all-tournament first team.

Jerro d De&haw '97

Deshaw, the Mules top receiver on the football team, turned in a
Rice-esque performance this, past week at Tufts. Deshaw hauled in a
career-high eight passes for 108 yards and a touchdown, his fourth of
the season. On the season^ Deshawhas 29 catches for 433yards and four
; ,.
, .
touchdowns.
.

Christiii e Ken nedy 408

Despite losing her $ri_kker.at th<? beginning.6( th<2 mce, Kennedy
chopped a minute off of hef be£t 'time at Ftatik|ti Park as she finished
weekend.
24th in the ECAC cross-cot-ft&y;.^
Kennedy's finish, despite a muddy'foot, led Colby to,4 ninth-place
finish.
i iiyyy

LaWaun Curr y '97

? \|^>

144 yards
A senior tailback |or j[h,e football team,
in Curry Tga^lto
Colby's$M'2 victory over
mshing 'on ££j$ i|^
Tufts on Satoria|VCurrymhmiiieUmkto^f.^yajds over the past
two games including a 97-yard ef f 6%y,ersusBatesfwo weeks ago,as the
Mules secured two important victories.
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Bring it back

Men 's soccer blank ed hy Amh er st

Football aims for CBB crown
this Saturday versus Bowdoin

BY GALEN GARR
Sports Editor

Heading into last Saturday's
game versus Amherst College, the
Colby men's soccer team was
dreaming of the postseason, anticipating a spot in the ECAC playoffs
should they emerge victorious from
the duel with the Lord Jeffs. However, after receiving a 4-0 defeat at
the hands of the men in purple that
dropped their overall record to 7-6,
the Mules' playoff hopes now hinge
on this Saturday's matchup with
Bridgewater State College, a squad
ranked sixth in New England. In
addition to the must-win situation
to keep Colby's playoff hopes alive,
the Mules are still not completely in
control of their own destiny.
"We have to beat Bridgewater
State and other teams have to lose,"
said co-captain Brian Dowling '97.
"If we win this weekend we have a
chance, but it's definitely not definite."
The Mules knew that Amherst
was going to offer them some stiff
competition on Saturday. Returning many players from a team that
qualified for the NCAA tournament
last year,the Lord Jeffs also boasted
three All-Americans on their roster.
"We knew Amherst was going
to be nasty," said Dowling. "We
knew that they had a lot of good

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Staff Writer

Echo file photo

Captain Brian Dowing s97, Chris Fleming 9
' 9 , and Nizar AlBassam '97j went up for control of the ball earlier this season.
players.
The second half proved as futile
The Lord Jeffs jumped out for the Mules as the first frame had,
quickly and never looked back as as they were shut out on the offenthey scored just 10 minutes into the sive end while surrendering the ficontest to take the early lead. Capi- nal Amherst goal, making the score
talizing on two defensive errors by 4-0.
Colby, the Lord Jeffs soon ran the
"Down 3-0, we just didn't clear
score to a commanding 3-0 lead at the ball out of the corners, and it
half-time.
hurt us," said Dowling.
"We had two defensive mistakes
On a lighter note, last Wedneson two corners two minutes apart day, things looked a bit more optiand they scored on both of them," mistic for the Mules as they secured
said Dowling.
their seventh victory of the season
"They were a lot better than their against Thomas College in the famed
record ," said midfielder Greg Elm City Bowl, an annual game beNoblet '98. "We had some chances tween the two schools.
against Amherst but basicall y
Colby dominated the game from
couldn't score."
see SOCCER on page 16
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November 11, 1995, was a
dark day in Colby football history.
The Mules entered the last
game of their season a year ago
boasting a 5-2 record, ready to
dispose of the team that stood in
the way of their eighth straight
CBB Championship. Bowdoin
was a pathetic 0-7, having lost to
Bates the week before, a team
that hadn't won in four years.
Bowdoin ran away with the
game,24-3,and the three schools
would end up sharing the CBB
trophy. The loss was unbelievable. Stunning. An outri ght
shocker.
What a difference a year
makes. The Mules have
struggled to a 2-5 record and for
the first time in five years will
finish with a losing record.
Bowdoin has improved to 3-4,
coming up with wins over Tufts,
Wesleyan and Bates. The Polar
Bears, who have managed
shared titles in 1993 and 1995,
will be playing for their first outright CBB title since 1987.
Needless to say, it has been a
difficult year for the Mules which
makes this weekend's game even
more important. "The only way
we can really salvage the season
at this point is to beat Bowdoin at
home for the CBB," said tri-captain John Ginn '97.
"[A winj would be fitting for
a great group of seniors that have
had great careers and have
handled 'this season well. This
has not been easy for them," said
Head Coach Tom Austin.
The game will serve as a rubber match for the 13 Mules who
suit up for their final game in the
blue and gray. Colby's seniors
hold a 1-1-1 record against the
Polar Bears, with the teams tying
21-21 in 1993 and the Mules dominating their arch rival, 34-13, at
home in 1994.
Bowdoin defeated Bates last
week, 35-16. Going into the
fourth quarter , h ow ever , the
game was close, with Bowdoin
clinging to a 16-10 lead. Three
touchdowns in the span of four
minutes secured the Polar Bears'
victory.
Bowdoin received solid performances f rom ru nning back
Nat W ysor (30 carries, 152 yar ds)
and recei ver Andy Kenney (five
recep tions, 96 yards, one touchdown) . Sophomore Hayes
MacArt hur h as t aken over at
quart erback and caused problems for opposingdefenses. Two
weeks ago , he w a s name d
NESCAC Of fensive Player of t he
Week for his work (19 for 31,216
ya rds, three touchdowns) in
Bowdo i n's 31-8 defeat of
Wes leyan. Against Bates ,
MacAr th ur completed 14 of 23
passes for 210 yards and three
touchdowns.
Competition between the two
teams bega n in 1892, and the
Mules hold a 39-60-10 record
against Polar Bears. Colby hold s
a 6-1-1 record in its last eight
games against Bowdoin,and will
need to play a solid football game
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if it wants to win its ninth consecutive CBB Championship.
"We are playing better, but
we still haven't played at our
best," said Austin. "We need to
be at our best and this is a good
time to do it."
"Obviously, we have to focus
on what we have to do and not let
the emotion from the last game
get to us," said tri-captain Tom
Beed y '97.
The Mules are healthy for this
year's contest, as opposed to a
year ago. Tailback Lawaun Curry
'97 sat out last year's game and
quarterback P.J. Matson '97 was
lost as well when he sustained a
knee injury in the first quarter. In
Colby's last two games, Curry
has rushed for 241 yards while
Matson has thrown for 591 yards.
The Mules have benefited
from strong offensive performances in the past two weeks,
with 415 yards against Bates and
510 yards against Tufts. Yet Colby
also turned the ball over a total of
seven times in the two games.
"A key will certainly be to be
at the plus end of the turnover
battle, and taking advantage of
[our] opportunities," said Austin. "These are two balanced football teams who will be psyched
to the fullest. "
The game will be the last for
13 seniors, and it will also bring
to a close one of the most storied
coaching careers in Colby history.
Dick McGee, who has served as
the Mules' wide receivers coach
since 1991, will retire following
the season.
McGee came to the Hill in 1967
and served as the .Head Coach of
the football team until 1979. From
1974-79, he pulled double duty
as the Athletic Director and football coach, and continued as the
AD until 1986. That was the year
that Austin took over the football
program, and McGee returned to
the field as his defensive coordinator.
McGee was named the New
England College Football Coach
of the Year in 1972 and in 1992 he
was named t he Colby "C" Club
Man of the Year.
"He's an ex t reme ly kind
gentleman and th e ki ds respond
and relate to him very well," said
Austin. "He has meant a lot to
this school."
"I have a passion for football," said McGee. "I guess I
came to the point where I'd
rath er go a year to early than a
year too late."
McGee also sa i d t hat th e
Mules need to avoid turnovers in
order to bea t Bowdoin.
"The last two weeks, we've
put a good offensive and defensive performance together, but
we have to eliminate the big error," he sa id,
Af ter 29 years as a White
Mule, what would a win over
Bowdoin in his final game mean
to McGee?
"It would be something special because it will be the last
game Icoach for sure," he said.
"I've ha d some great memories
and some poor memor ies agai ns t
Bowdoin. It would be the icing
on the cake."Q
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SCORE!Women's soccer lands spot In ECAC's

Mules return to postseason hoping to avenge loss in final game of 1995 playoffs
BY DAVE SCHOETZ
Staff Writer

Ending the 1996 campaign with
an 8-5-1 record, the Colby women's
soccer team was anxious about their
postseason chances,especially after
their season-ending 2-1 loss to
Amherst College on Saturday. However, the Mules discovered soon
enough that there was no need to
worry. They secured the third seed
in the ECAC Tournament, pitting
them against sixth-seeded Clark
University in a game played at home
yesterday.
Last Saturday the Mules traveled to Amherst to face the highly
ranked Lord Jeffs. Amherst struck
first on a hard fullback shot that
beat goalkeeper Heather Garni '99.
Amherst held the lead through halftime until the 55th minute when
Steph Zegras '00, on a feed from
Kim Waldron '99. tied the score at

one. However, with only 15 minutes left , Amherst hammered in the
winning tally on a zero-angle shot
from the right side that found the
upper corner of the goal.
"We outshot them and we
outplayed them," said Head Coach
Jen Holsten.
Yesterday, Colby faced Clark
University, a team that handed
Colby one of its five losses. Though
Clark did beat Colby previously,
Coach Holsten was confident in her
team's chances.
"We've come together as a team,"
said Holsten. "Our freshmen are
more seasoned and we'll go to the
bench more. We're going to take it to
em.
Coach Holsten also eluded to
the home field advantage. When
Colby played at Clark earlier in the
season, the Mules fell victims to a
narrow and short field. Playing at
Mayflower Hill, on a much larger

field, Colby will take full advantage
of its athleticism.
"They've got a great goalie, so
we're going to have to take advantage of all our scoring opportunities," said Holsten.
Colby is still a bit banged up
with injuries sustained over the past
few weeks. Marking back Kristina
Stahl '99 was out of action, but Sally
Heath '98 has played well in her
absence.Tri-CaptainKaraMarchant
'97is slowly returningto form,while
Waldron is still nursing the knee
she initially injured against Clark in
the two team's first meeting.
Putting things in perspective,
three of Colby's five losses came to
teams that are all NCAA tournament-bound and each loss was suffered by only one goal apiece. The
other two defeats came at the hands
of teams currently in the ECAC tournament, one to Clark and the other
top-seeded Tufts University.

Ec ho fi l e p hoto

During the ga me against Norwich, Kim Waldron '99 one of
the f ive goals in the shutout game.
Following top-seeded Tufts in tne State College, who defeated Colby in
ECAC pairings are second seed the ECACFinalslast year,Clark, sevWellesley College,Colby,fourth seed enth seed Western Connecticut State
Gordon College,fifth seed Plymouth and eighth seed Smith College.Q

Stop the presses ; football wins second strai gh t

Colby offense explod es, defense stin gy in Mules ' 21-12 victor y over Jumbo s
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
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Marc Sinclair 97 tackled a Middlebury playe r in a game
earlier this season.

quarterback Dan Morse at the Colby
Staff Writer
39 yard line. From here, the Mules'
offense took over and marched 71
It might not have been pretty,but yards in ten plays for their third
at this point, the Colby football team touchdown of the game. LaWaun
will take what it can get.
Curry '97 trotted in from seven yards
This past Saturday, the Mules out to make the score 21-6.
Tufts responded with a touchtraveled down to Medfbrd, Mass. to
bang heads with the Tufts Jumbos. down of its own early in the fourth
In a game that was filled with turn- quarter. Morse, who finished with
overs and penalties, Colby came out 80 yards rushing and 173 in the air,
victorious in the end by the score of scored on a 37 yard run with 10:50
21-12.The team won its second game left. On the ensuing two-point conin a row and improved to 2-5 on the version,Morse's pass was broken up
by cornerback Craig Pochini '97, a
year, while Tufts dropped to 1-6.
Colby took a 14-6 lead into the play that kept the Colby lead at 21locker room at the half and extended 12. This was "a key point of the
its advantage early in the third quar- game," according to Colby Head
ter thanks to a Tufts turnover. On the Coach Tom Austin, as the Jumbos
Jumbos' opening drive of the half, would need two scores at that point
David Nasse '99 intercepted Tufts to take the lead.

Statistically, the Mules dominated their opponents in all aspects
of the game. The offense finished
with 510 total yards, while the Jumbos managed 302. Colby took 90
snaps and was able to maintain a
good balance between the pass and
the run, finishing with 249 yards
rushing and 261 passing.
Despite the impressive numbers,
however, Colby still had trouble in
two areas that kept the score lower
than it otherwise would have been',
turnovers and penalties.
"The team was sloppy at times,"
said tri-captain John Ginn '97, who
contributed with four tackles at defensive end. "Towards the end of the
game, we made some mental errors.
Itwasn't ourbestperformance,that's
see FOOTBALL on page 16

Women 's ice hockey names new head coach

Halldorson accepts top job at Minnesota , Holsten takes reigns
BY MARY ROSENFELD &
KOL HARVEY

Contributing Writer & Managing
Editor

Echo photo by J ennifer Alivood

Coach Jen Holsten

The Colby women's ice hockey
was notified last week, eight days
before thestart of the 1996-97 season,
that they would be playing under a
new head coach. Two weeks ago, the
team was pulled out of a captain's
practice by Athletic Director Richard Whitmore, who informed them
t ha t women's ice hockey Head Coach
Laura Halldorson would no longer
lead the White Mules on the ice.
Halldorson herself was not able to
break t he news to her players. Instead,she attended the University of

Minnesota s press conference at
whichsheannounced heracceptance
of the head coaching position.
Returning to her home state,
Halldorson will be in charge of getting the University of Minnesota's
newly created women's ice hockey
program on the ice. Halldorson will
be welcomed into the Midwest athletic arena with a four-year contract
includ ing a sa lary of $61,000 per year,
18 full scholarships to be phased in
over four years and a new rink to
house 3,000 ice hockey fans, according to Colby women's ice hockey
captains and Halldorson.
The Wh ite Mules met with thei r
former coach face-to-face two days
after t he ann ouncemen t ha d been

made.
"The team was definitely apprehensive before meeting with Laura
about her decision," said tri-captain
Gary Charlebois '97. "But, through
the course of the meeting, we realized it was a hard decision and respected her for making a great career
move." The real tension, however,
resulted from the selection process
of Halldorson's replacement.
A week ago the team was again
pulled off the ice. This time it was
notified that women's soccer an d
softball Head Coach Jen Holsten
Echo f ile pho to
would be taki ng over con t rol of the
team. Holsten agreed to swap her
position as head coach of women's Fo rmer coach Laura
Ha lldorson
see HOLSTENon p age 17

